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I.        INTRODUCT ION AND RECCNBAENDAT IONS

I. A. Introduction

This report presents the conclusions and recommendations of a summer

study on Radiation Effects on Materials, which was sponsored by the ARS

as one of a series on Physics Problems Relating to Energy Technologies.

The goal of the summer study was to survey the state of research and develo
pment

in radiation effects on materials for the purpose of identifying basic scientific

problems which limit progress in energy applications and which could be address
ed

by physical  scientists, especially those in universities.

The United States is conducting an intensive search for more and lower

cost energy.  Because of its relatively low cost, nuclear energy is rapidly

becoming an important source of such energy. In 1974 6% of the electricity

generated in this country is provided by nuclear reactors, up from 3% in 1973

and 1% in 1972.  At present in some areas such as New England and Chicago, more

than 1/4 of the electric power is provided by nuclear reactors.  Because of

recently increased costs for fossil fuels, the operating costs of nuclear power
1

plants have become significantly lower   than the present alternatives.

However, there are still substantial technological problems in the present and

projected nuclear industry.  Many of these problems arise from the interaction

of nuclear particles with the solid materials in the reactor.

The radiation damage research done in the past has been of great value in the

design: of the power reactors  now in operation. However,  it is important to realize

that a considerably enhanced effort in radiation damage research will be required

to provide the insight and information necessary for the solution of tro
ublesome

problems in the present light water reactors and for the design of future
 fission

and fusion reactors which will need to operate in temperature and fas
t flux regimes

far exceeding those of pmsent-day reactors.

In 1972 the AEC Divisian of Research sponsored two very useful meetings, mostly
1,2

limited to AEC contractors, on "Fusion Reactor First Wall Materials and on
3

"Critical Questions in Fundamental Radiation Effects Research" .  As we will

delineate in the present report many of the scientific problems identified in

the previous AEC reports remain unsolved.  The economic urgency of their solution,

however, has greatly increased.
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We note that although the scientific and technological motivations

which warrant. increased effort by the scientific community have existed unabated,

recent years have seen a decline in the number of graduate students

in the materials science area, a decline in funding, and indeed layoffs in

government laboratories working in this area.  Only recently has funding in-

creased  in this area.  We wish to emphasize that an increased and stable

funding policy is necessary and desirable.  Solutions to the energy crisis will

certainly be limited by funds and probably by scientific manpower.  In order

to utilize efficiently the talents of university physicists, greater opportunities for

cooperation between universities, and governmental or industrial laboratories are re-

commended. Where such interactions have existed they have proved to be mutually beneficial
and scientifically productive.  These interactions should involve both university

faculty and graduate students as well as government and private industrial

laboratories' staff and facilities.

The field of radiation effects on materials has applications throughout

fission and fusion reactor technology as well as in space technology.  Defici-

encies in basic understanding of radiation induced changes in material properties
in-reactor environments such as embrittlement, swelling and void formation have

required design changes and operational procedures which will lead to
an estimated economic cost in 1974 of - $480 million dollars, increasing to a
projected cost of > $1 billion in 1982 as shown in Table I. These costs

were estimated by E. Zebrowski of the Electric Power Research Institute. The costs

for light water reactors arise because the lack of basic knowledge requires increased

empirical testing, increased inspection power outages, increased auxiliary systems,

lower fuel burnup, increased.environmental costs, and possible loss of plant if

pressure vessel integrity is questionable.  Future breeder and fusion reactors

will have additional problems, particularly the very high neutron displacement

effects, swelling and loss of ductility in breeder reactors and the very trouble-

some first wall and surface effects in fusion reactors.  Especially crucial to

breeder reactors are the known swelling effects, which could result in lengthen-

ing the fuel breeding doubling time to uneconomic levels.  The estimated economic

impacts of these problems are shown in the table.

Radiation effects problems in materials other than reactor materials were

also considered but to a much lesser degree.  In space environments, the effects

of Van Allen and solar wind irradiations on semiconductor materials and devices
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such as solar cells have received extensive investigation.  Of particular interest

at the present time are studies of the effects of radiation on the insulating

oxides and nitrides of MOS devices.  These devices are important for energy con-

siderations because of their small size and very low power consumption.

For these reasons we urge more effort designed to obtain fundamental

understanding of the basic physics of radiation effects on materials.  This better

understanding will often lead to technological solutions to the problems or at

least delineate the limits of the solutions. More work

is also necessary to relate the results of the basic research to the technological

applications.  It should be recognized, however, that research requires long lead

times to be reduced to technological practice.

In the following sections of this report we first delineate the, more

important technological problems resulting from the effects of radiation on
(

materials; then we subdivide the subject into several areas of research and

in each section we indicate the present status, the basic unknowns and areas

of uncertainty, and promising areas of research.
The summer study consisted of a working committee of senior and junior

members, who were joined for varying periods of time by 35 additional briefers

expert in a broad range, of fundamental and applied areas related to radiation

effects on materials. The meeting was held June 17-28, 1974 at Brookhaven

National Laboratory. After six days of extensive presentations and discussions,

the committee began the preparation of this report.

1.  The generating cost of nuclear power plants now planned for completion in

1983 by the New England Electric System is estimated to be 2.4 cents per

kilowatt hour versus 3.8 cents and 3.4 cents respectively if plants were

built for oil or coal.  Primarily because of increased construction costs

this nuclear power cost is more than double the estimated 1 cent per
kilowatt hour long term cost of power from New England nuclear plants built

in the late 1960's and early 1970's.  Wall Street Journal, June 21, 1974.

2.  Fusion Reactor First Wall Materials, WASH-1206, April 1972

3.  Critical Questions in Radiation Effects Research, WASH-1240-73, April 1973

4.  E. Zebrowski, Electric Power Research Institute, this conference.
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TABLE 1                               '

ECONOMIC IMPACTS TO THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY OF DEFICIENCY IN
UNDERSTANDING OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON MATERIALS (after E. Zebrowski).

19.Tl£ 1982

I.    Light Water Reactors
(Millions per year)

Pressure Vessel Steel, $20-30 $ 100 - 300

Rise in Nil Ductility Temperature

Zirconium Fuel Cladding, >$100 >$500

Loss of Ductility Under Irradiation

Reactor Core Internals - Stainless $ 50 Potentially

Steel Core Supports, Control Rods >$200

and Guides, Flow Shrouds,

Loss of Ductility, Distortion

II. Breeder Reactors

Stainless Steel Cladding & Structures, $200 <$100, if solved

Swelling (void formation) and Loss of >$3000 if not..
(R&D)

Ductility
alternate energy

solved and

used.

Graphite and Fuel Carbides (HTGR core) 450 $ 100 - 500

Shrinkage, Swelling, Distortion (R&D)

III. Fusion Reactors

Structural Materials 450 <$50 or
(R&D)

>$3000 if notStainless Steel, Vanadium, Niobium,

Sputteri ng, Swelling,   Loss   of
solved and

alternate energy
Ductility- used.
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I. B.        RECOMMENDATIONS

I. B. I  GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

We make the following general recommendations

for increased effort to attack the most important scientific problem areas

that limit progress in energy applications involving radiation effects on

materials:

1.  A much firmer experimental and theoretical base for ion and electron .

simulation of fission and f[ision neutron damage should be established.

2. Increased emphasis should be placed on understanding the effects of

impurities on the production, migration, and agglomeration of radia-

tion-produced defects, particularly the nucleation and  growth  of

voids and dislocation loops.

3.  The experimental and theoretical understanding of mechanical proper-

ties as they are affected by point defects and their agglomerates,

impurities, and defect-impurity combinations should be significantly improved.

4.  Experimental and theoretical understanding should be established for

the dynamic effects of high flux irradiations such as enhanced

diffusion, creep, precipitation and re-solution.

I. B. II SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

More detailed specific recommendations of this study are contained in

each of the respective chapters of this report and are summarized below.

The most urgent recommendations are starred.

Technological Problems (see Chapter II)

A.  CTR Reactors

*   1.  Gain an understanding of the effects of fusion reactor radiation on

the mechanical properties of the plasma containment vessel (first

wall) with particular emphasis on ductility, creep, stress rupture

and fatigue life.

2. Understand dimensional stability of the containment vessel

material and the effect of high helium and hydrogen concentrations
' on the nucleation and growth of voids.
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3. Surface problems, insulator problems, and super-.

conducting magnet problems are discussed respectively

in Chapters VIII, DC, and XI.

B.      Thermal Reactors

* 1. Improve the understanding of embrittlement in pressure

vessel steels and :fuel cladding materials.

C.      Fast Breeder Reactors

* 1. Understand and reduce void swelling and radiation creep

by developing resistant materials.

2. Develop radiation damage mode2 to allow use of neutron

damage simulation techniques.

3.  Develop embrittlement resistant alloys through research

into radiation embrittlement.

Fbint·Defects in Metals (see Chapter III)

*   i. Investigate mechanisms of the interaction of point defects

with themselves and with dislocations.

2,  Confirm the properties of interstitials by physics

experiments.

3.  Establish the defect responsible for Stage III and the

associated defect processes.

4.  Catalogue the thermodynamic properties of point

defects in all metals; give immediate emphasis to b. c. c.

metals.
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5.   Develop hew techniques for quantitative characterization of

point defects and their clusters.

6.  Develop theoretical understanding of the relation of

property change to defect concentration and state of

aggregation for better identification and counting of defects.

Voids and Dislocations in Metals (see Chapter IV)

*   1. : Perfonn detailed experimental and theoretical studies

to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the nuclea-

tion and growth of voids in model fcc and bcc alloy

systems with well-characterized specimens from both a

chemical and a microstructural point of view.

2. Perform experiments on model fcc and bcc alloy systems

to try to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the

saturation of void growth.  The experiments should,

be performed on specimens well character-

ized  chemically and microstructurally.

Theory of Damage Production (see Chapter V)

*  1.  Develop theory of heavy ion simulation of neutron damage.

*   2.  Improve theory of effects of defects on mechanical

properties.

3. Study processes by.which voids and dislocation loops

are nucleated, including the roles of foreign atoms and stress.

Simulation of Reactor Neutron Damage (See Chapter VI)

*   1.  Establish the range of validity (i. e., energy, displacement

level, displacement rate, T, etc.) of ion and electron

simulation techniques in providing an accurate means for

anticipating fission and fusion neutron damage effects.
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* 2. Devise techniques for simulation studies of changes in
..

mechanical properties such as creep 'and embrittlement

with and without externally applied stress. In addi-

tion to providing data more quickly, such simulation

could provide information on stress enhanced effects.

3.  Develop a wider range of ion beam facilities for simula-

tion studies.  These should include higher beam currents,

a wider variety of ions and clean target systems in which

accelerator contamination of refractory metal targets

at high tempe rature   can be avoided.

4.  Assess the need for simultaneous gas atom injection

and ion beam irradiation as contrasted with

pre-injection.

5.  Establish the theoretical relationship between 'free'

defect concentrations (those defects surviving initial

cascade recombination) associated with electron,

proton, heavy ion, fission and fusion neutron bombard-

ment (see Theory Section).

6.  Develop techniques for performing simulation experiments

using neutron sources.

Hydrogen and Helium in Metals (see Chapter VII)

*  1.  Develop an understanding of the effects of hydrogen on

the mechanical properties of alloy systems.
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The effects of both solute hydrogen and

hydrogen atmospheres must be considered.

*  2.  Establish the behavior, of helium in solids and its effects on

the mechanical properties using

both theoretical and experimental methods. Interactions

of helium with other defects must be understood.

Interaction of Surfaces with Radiation (see Chapter VIII)

*  1.  Investigate charge exchange and the energy and

particle reflection coefficients for H and He atoms

and ions in the energy range from 100 eV to 20 kev

for UHV surfaces and also for surfaces covered with

adsorbed hydrogen.

2.  Obtain a comprehensive understanding of the sputtering

coefficients of refractory metals and high temperature

insulators by hydrogen and helium ions from 100 eV to

20   keV for structurally well-characterized materi als.

3.     Studies of neutron sputtering  may be needed,  but

clarification of the experimental situation is needed to

determine its importance.

4.  Understand the retention, diffusion, precipitation

and re-solution of impurities at and near surfaces

under bombardment by relatively low energy particles.
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Insulators (see Chapter IX)

*  1.  Extend to high temperatures, high doses a
nd high fluxes

studies of electrical, mechanical, and optical properties,

as well as the effects of radiation on processes such as

diffusion and creep.

2. Identify basic radiation-induced defects, their properties

and their annealing characteristics, in insulators of in
terest.

3.  Understand the basic radiation damage mechanisms in MOS

insulators and glasses for optical communications.

4.  Investigate insulator crystal growth and characterization.

Semiconductors (see Chapter X)

1.  Obtain further identification of defects and defect

migration mechanisms.

2.        Improve the theory of defect product ion, e grgy states,

defect migration, interaction, and formation.

3.  Further ihvestigate ion implantation, and particularly

dynamic rate effects as important and promising avenues

of research.
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Superconductivity (See Chapter XI)

*  1.  Measure the superconductor parameters Ic' Hc' and TC

as a function of fluence, particularly at 4°K.

2.    Measure the recovery behavior  of  Tc,  Ic  and H after
c2

irradiation.

3.  Study the stability of sample coils irradiated at

4 K and compare the results with stability theories.

4.  Study irradiation effects in superconductor materials

as a function of their crystal structure.

5.  Perform basic physical measurements on irradiated

superconductors,   e.g. , heat capacity, resistivity  and

magnetic susceptibility.

6.  Study the influence of metallurgical variables e*g. (heat

treatment, fabrication techniques, impurities,  etc.)  on the

parameters of superconductors.

7.  Investigate the properties of magnetic fluxoids including

the pinning of fluxoids by defects.

Interactions Between Universities and Laboratories (see Chapter· XII)

1.  Increase university-laboratory cooperation by joint

research,   summer  programs, and interchange seminars.
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II. TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

II. A. CONTROI.LED THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS                                                                                     '

A. I.      INTRODUCTION

There are many different materials in fusion reactors which will suffer

radiation damage if a D-T fuel cycle is used. .Since.14 Mev neutron sources

for engineering testing are not expected to be readily available in the near

future greater reliance and importance are placed on a fundamental under-
.

standing of radiation damage to materials of interest.  Some examples of those

materials are given in Table I.  It is not possible to go into detail on the

specific problems of these materials and the reader is referred to references

1-5.  We will only discuss in this report what is commonly accepted as the

most critical problem of fusion reactors; that is the material of the vessel

which contains the plasma, i. e., the first wall material.  Surface problems

are covered in Chapter VIII.  Other problems which concern electrical insulators

and optical materials (for lasers) are discussed in Chapter IX.  Superconducting

magnet material problems are discussed in Chapter XI.

Ae II. OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

The environment which the CTR first wall materials will face is very much

a function of two things: Reactor Type (e.g. Tokamak, short pulsed reactors like

the theta pinches or laser systems, and steady state devices like mirrors); and

Metal-Coolant Choice (e. g. Steel-He or Li, Nb-Li, Al-A1203-He, etc.).

We may obtain an appraximate range of operating.conditions from current

designs by various laboratories  (Ref. 6-9). Table 2 lists  a few of the more

pertinent conditions.  Note the wide range of temperatures and thermal pulses that

typify current fusion reactor designs. Neutron fluences are time averaged values



TABLE 1

TYPICAL MATERIALS WHICH WILL BE DAMAGED DURING OPERATION

1 N CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS

Material Function Typical Examples

First Wall and Blanket Structural Components Austenitic Stainless Steels (304,
316,    347,    etc.  )
Nickel Based Alloys  (PE16,  I nconel,
I ncoloy,  etc. )
Refractory Metals (V, Nb, Mo, or
alloys of those metals with Ti, Zr,
or Cr)
Others [Sintered Aluminum Product
(SAP), SiC, graphite,   etc.]

Reflection, Moderation Graphite

Neutron Multiplication Be, BeO

Breeding                      ·             Li, U20, Li Al 04, U-Al, etc.                 522
Radiation Shielding B, B4C, Pb, Austenitic Steel                 M

Electric  Insulation  (especially for Fulsed A'203,    Mgo,   Y203  and   Others
reactors)

Optics for Laser Systems Windows: Ge, Alkali Halides (NaCI,
KCI,  etc. )
Chalcogenldes  (GaAs,  CdSe,  etc. )

Mirrors: At, Al-7178, Al-Ni, Be-Ni,
Be-Cu, etc. '

Thermal  Insulation (for S/C Magnets) Mylar or Other Hydrocarbons

Superconducting Magnet Filaments NbTi,    NI)35 n,   V3Ga,   etc ./

Superconducting Stabilizing Materials
'

Cu, Al

Magnet Support Structure  (< IOIK) Austenitic Steel



TABIE 2

RANGE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ENVI SAGED

FOR THE FIRST WALL COMPONENTS OF FUSION REACTORS                         -3 = --7-

Para meters Value

Temperature IC 300-1000 (steady state)
.   AT . 50-300 (thermal pulse)

*

Neutron Fluence nicm2/yr 10      -  10    -(14. 1  MeV)
21     22

22     23
10      -  10      (Total)

-6     -1
Damage Rate dpa/sec                            ·                                         10      -  10

00 W

Gas Generation Rates appm/yr 75-500   (hyd roge n)
30-600 (helium) -

Stress Levels - bars (psi) 100-1000
-                                 (1500-15000)

Nu mber of Cycles (excluding mirrors), yr
-

6 x 103 to 3 x 108

*

Values grrespond to 1 and 10 MW/m2 wall loadings.
**
- .1 MW/m= only, 10 times that number for 10 MW/m2.

4

... -
1·
.-
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for 14 Mev neutrons and total neutron spectra.  Extreme
s in Table 2 correspond

to 1-10 MW/m2 neutron wall loadings.

One e,ffect of pulsed reactor operation can be seen in the high instantaneous

displacement values. Most reactors which operate   on a steady state or "quasi

steady state" basis have instantaneous displacement rates   of  -  10-6  dpa/sec

(dpa = displacement per atom).  Some reactors like the 
theta pinch reactors have

instantaneous displacement rates - 10 5 to 10 4 dpa/sec
.  Laser systems have

instantaneous displacement rates of 10-2 to 10-1 dpa/sec
 for the same average

power level.

Gas generation rates  are a function  of the first wall material,  but  for

a 1MW/m2 neutron wall loading, the helium generation rate will vary from - 30
10

atomic parts per million (appm) per year for Nb to 600 
appm for aluminum alloys.

Similar numbers are given for hydrogen production.

The exact stress levels in fusion reactors again depend on design; but

with thd coolant pressures typical of liquid lithium and 
helium gas cooling,

in addition to the thermal stresses arising from temperature gradients acr
oss

the first wall, it is estimated that the stress levels wi
ll vary from 100-1000

bars (1,500-15,000 psi).  Probably more serious than the
 absolute level of

stresses is the fact that in all systems, except the mirror reactors, th
ese

stresses will be repeated many thousands to tens of millions of times per year.

The exact value depends on the length of the burn cycle and the recharging
 time.

A. III.    MECHANICAL PROPERTY DAMAGE

Many of the mechanical property damage problems of fusion reactors are a
lso

common to thermal and fast breeder reactors. Ideally one would like the structural

members of a fusion reactor first wall to retain the following p
roperties during

irradiation.in order to assure vacuum tightness for the plasma and conta
inment

of the reactor coolant. (i) Reasonable ductility (2 1% Uniform Elongation) ;
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-7   -1(ii) Low creep rate (5 10   hr  ); (iii) Acceptable stress rupture - life at

reactor operating conditions   (-  105   hr) i    (iv) Long fatigue life during   104  to   108

thermal cycles. These properties must be maintained even though every atom

theoretically  will be displaced  over 10 times  per year, large  amounts ·of soluble

and insoluble gas will be generated and the chemical composition of the material

will be changing.

The present status of experimental and theoretical information on the

effects of irradiation on the mechanical properties of potential CTR materials

is certainly marginal at best.  The first obvious fact that emerges from a review

is that there are no known experimental data on the effects of 14 MeV neutron

/   17  / 2
damage    (>   10         n/cm   )    on   the high temperature mechanical prope rties of potential

CTR materials.  However, a large body of information does exist on the stress-

rupture ductility of a few alloys irradiated with fisaion neutrons (e. g. 304-SS,

23  /  2.
316-SS, PE16, graphite) up to - 10 n/ cm  .

Experimental data pertaining to the fatigue failure of irradiated metals

are almost non-existent. The existing data are usually from post irradiation

tests where the damage state is not the same as it would be during cyclic stress

in a reactor.

The theoretical explanations for the effect of radiation produced defects

on the mechanical properties of metals  are  not  very well deve16ped,  nor do they allow

extrapolation  from the present fission .reactor  data  to  14 MeV neutron damage.     We

do know that high temperature creep-ductility values for steels and Ni based
22     2

alloys drop to the 1% level after fission neutron fluences of - 3-5 x 10 n/cm

and associated helium concentrations of 10-20 appm.  It is also knawn that the

stress-rupture life of steel is very strongly reduced at irradiation temperatures

above 550°C due to helium bubble formation and accumulation at internal surfaces

such as grain boundaries.
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The refractory metals also show a loss of ductility from helium gas

bubble accumulation.  In addition, it has been known for some time that bcc

metals are very sensitive to an increase in the ductile to brittle transition

tempe rature (DBTT) depending  on the irradiation conditions. Normally  the   bBTT

for refractory metals is below room temperature, but it is possible to raise it

20 21 , 2
above RT by modest fluences (10 -10  n/cm ). The significance of this shift

is that while most refractories can operate in a ductile fashion at high

temperatu re, lowering   of the tempe rature during reactor cycles or normal

maintenance may initiate brittle failures.  This effect is particularly acute

in Mo alloys, but it applies to V and Nb alloys as well.

Finally, the theoretical basis for fatigue failuzes even in fission neutron

irradiated metals is not well understood. Part of this stems from lack of

experimental facilities to superimpose the proper conditions on the irradiated

metal, and  part  of it comes  from the  fact  that such fatigue problems  are  not  in-

curred in fission reactors which operate in 'steady-state'.  It is not possible

to ext rapolate the small amount of present    data on fatigue    life to irradiation

with 14 MeV neutrons, but it seems certain that the fatigue life will not improve

over fission neutron data per unit of damage.

A. IV. DIMENSIONAL STABILITY

The   swelling of metals and non-metals   (e. g. graphite,   SiC)   is well known

from   re cent fission reactor  work. This swelling   not only represents a problem

from the standpoint of absolute volume changes, but the existence of swelling

gradients can impose severe stresses on rigid reactor components.  These stresses

can result in warping or cracking of relatively thin first wall structures.  It

is easily seen that the problems of swelling and mechanical properties cannot be

completely decoupled.
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Swelling in first wall components at typical operating conditions can

come from at least four different sources:

(i)  Distortion of the lattice due to the generation of isolated

point defects. This effect is negligible in metallic components
..,

but may be of considerable importance in Si C and graphite at high

temperature;

(ii)  Collection of interstitials into loops or vacancies into voids.

This is the major swelling mechanism in metallic components.

(iii)  Production of gas atoms and formation of gas bubbles.  This

may  be a particular problem   in  Al,   C,   SiC or A1203'

( iv) Transmutation reactions which produca atoms which are larger

than original atoms.  One example of this effect is the production

of Zr in Nb, but it will occur in practically all CTR materials.

Ideally, one would like to set limits on the maximum swelling (or swelling

gradient) that could be tolerated, and then try to correlate that limit with

experimental  data or .theoretical predictions. Roughly speaking, a maximum

tolerable limit may be - 10% and one would not like to exceed swelling gradients

of 1% per cm until more· detailed design and stress analyses are completed.

A large body of. data exists on the effect of fission neutron damage and

irradiation temperature on the swelling of SiC and graphite.  There are no

known   data   on the swelling of these mate rials   at high tempe rature after   14   MeV

neutron damage.

The mechanism for swelling in SiC and graphite is fairly well understood.

The production, migration and preferential agglomeration of point defects on

different crystallographic planes appears to account in principle for the

observed swelling.  In most cases, the starting material is not 100% dense so that

the material is initially densified until all of the space is occupied.  After
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the void space  is  used up, further irradiation can cause a phenomenon called

'break away. swelling' which can lead to very severe distortions.  The threshold

for 'break away swelling' is temperature sensitive but it generally occurs in

22  ,  2
the neighborhood of 2-3 x 10 n/cm of fission neutron damage. Some progress

is being made in developing isotropic graphite and SiC to alleviate this problem,

but it appears very difficult to obtain a material which will stand neutron

23  ,  2 11
fluences of > 10 n/ cm  .

There are currently three methods of investigating void induced swelling

in metals:  fission neutrons, charged particle bombardment, and high voltage

electron microscopy (HVEM).  The reasons for void formation and growth are fairly

well understood although nucleation mechanisms are still somewhat vague.  More

detail on this subject can be found in Section IV, on Voids.

There is a large body of experimental information on the stainless steels

12
and nickel base alloys from fission reactors, ion bombardment and HVEM studies.

Much less information is available on the refractory metals.· There is little

information on the swelling of SAP, although irradiation of other Al alloys

reveals high levels of swelling.

The nucleation and growth of gas bubbles in metals has been studied for

over 15 years and the swelling mechanisms are fairly well understood.  The gas

bubbles expand by collecting vacancies in the solid which have been produced

thermally   or by irradiation. There    is   not   very much informat ion   on the combined

-4
effects of high gas generation rates and high damage rates (- 10   -10-1 dpa/sec)

but such results should be predictable from current models.

A. V. REQUIRED INFORMATION

The main requirements for future work can be divided into the different

areas listed below.
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1.   Comparison of 14 MeV neutron displacement damage to fission

reactor and heavy ion damage. It is of paramount importance

to determine if 14 MeV neutron displacement damage is simply

an extension of fission reactor damage when appropriate

interaction cross sections are taken into account. For example

does the increased displacement spike size  or structure facilitate

or retard the formation of micro-structural defects such as loops,

voids, or precipitates, which in turn will greatly influence the

strength of metals ?    It  is also necessary  to  test the validity  of

using charged particle bombardment to simulate displacement damage

in CrR materials. Such studies are of a fundamental nature and could be

done with existing sources.

2.   Investigation of the synergistic effects of helium and hydrogen

on displacement damage produced by neutrons and on the nucleation and

growth of voids should be pursued.  It is important that gas atoms

be added to the solid in direct proportion to the displacement damage

predicted by theory in a fusion reactor.  Samples, pre-injected with

hundreds if not thousands, of ppm gas before irradiation will not

necessarily give the same result at high temperature as gas generated

monatomically with damage.   It is known that such pre-injection

can significantly alter the spatial distribution and size of defects

which in turn can ihfluence the movement of dislocations in the solid.

Simulation studies with ion bombardment and intermittent or continuous

gas injection look feasible provided a reasonable correlation can be ob-

tained between ion bombardment and 14 MeV neutron irradiation.  HVEM damage

simulation may help in this area, but care should be exercised in
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the interpretation of the results due to the vastly different

nature of displacement spikes (thousands of atoms/neutron versus

one or two atoms per electron).  The effects of helium bubbld

swelling in graphite,  SiC,  and  a few alloys  like  SAP or stainless

steel need to be investigated. Such work can be accomplished  -

with current simulation techniques and careful attention paid to

the damage rate effects.

The mobility of neutronically generated gases and their collection

at grain boundaries must be thoroughly investigated. If alternative

experiments and theoretical interpretation are not sufficiently

conclus ive    such  work will require expensive, high tempe rature,   14
13       15    ,   2,

MeV neutron test facilities which produce fluxes of 10 -10           n/cm   /sec.

3.   The effect of displacement rate on the microstructural distribution

of defects and on void nucleation and growth must be understood.

This   effect   is   ve ry important for pulsed reactor systems   such   as   the

theta pinch and the laser reactors.  Evidence from charged particle

simulation studies reveal that the denuding of damage around internal

surfaces such as grain boundaries or precipitates is substantially

reduced at higher dpa rates. Such effects might alter the failure  ,

mechanism at the grain boundaries.  It is also important to under-

stand the effects of the relatively long (0.1-10 second) annealing

times between burns in pulsed reactor systems.

It is known that under increased damage rate conditions, the amount

of recombination reaction between vacancies and interstitials

greatly increases. Increased recombination has the effect of re-

ducing the supersaturation levels and hence the amount of void
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swelling. It is therefore possible that pulsed reactors will

have different void swelling characteristics than steady state

systems   at   the same temperature. This particular problem   can  be

addressed by current ion bombardment techniques which can vary

the displacement rate from 10 6 dpa/sec   to 10-1 dpa/geo simply

by controlling the particle output from high energy accelerators.

If alternative experiments and theory are not conclusive this work

14           2
will   require an expens ive s curce   of  - 10 neutrons/cm   /sec  with

15   19 , 2,
instantaneous neutron fluxes of 10 -10      n/ cm  / sec. The pulse

frequency must be of the order of once every ten seconds to ten

times a second.

4.   It is also necessary to understand the effect of non gaseous

transmutation products on the microstructure of the damage state and

on the formation of voids. In metals   like   Nb, the concentration  of

the major transmutation product, Zr, may actually exceed the

solubility limit   in  the host metal. A similar s ituation exists   for

the production of Si in Al.  Precipitation of second phases can

drastically alter the mechanical properties by producing barriers

to dislocation.motion, and, in some cases, causing dislocation

pile-up, often a precursor to crack formation. The production  of

Cr   in V-Ti alloys,   or the production  o f  Mn,   Ti   and  V   in  316   SS  may

also alter the creep-rupture properties even though the above

12
elements are soluble in the host metal.

The effect of non-gaseous transmutation products on the formation

of voids in metals should be measured. It is known that void

swelling tends to decrease with additions of impurity elements in
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most metals.  The continuous generation of new elements in

irradiated CTR materials may alter the swelling behaviour.

Such effects might not be observed in fission reactor, ion

bombardment or HVEM work unless care is taken to irradia
te

a wide series of alloys.

5.   We must mount a concerted effort towards the theoretical

understanding of the effects of 14 Mev neutrons on the mechanical

properties of materials. For example, most  of the present fusion

reactor designs are sorely lacking in the assessment of the

fatigue lifetime that might be expected under large stress,

strain and thermal excursions.  A large part of the theoretical

model work can be, and is being, pursued in the various fission

reactor programs of the world.  It is recommended that these

programs be closely monitored for progress and that solid state

theorists be brought into the CTR program.  Further work on

understanding the irradiation effects on the DBTT is necessary

if we are ever to use bcc metals in fusion reactors.  Theoretical

efforts should also be directed toward analyzing the effect of

defect annealing between D-T burns in pulsed devices.

6.   The effect of stress, either static or cyclic, on swelling must

be understood in more detail. This is even more critical in

fusion than in fission reactors because of the pulsed nature of

most fusion reactors.  The movement of dislocations through pinning

sites will alter the microstructure such that void nuclei may be

diminished (or enhanced?).  The theoretical foundation on this

subject is sorely lacking and must be developed before future
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reactor studies can progress to the design stage.

7.   More information on the allowable swelling and swelling gradients

in severely embrittled material must be forthcoming.  Present

design limits require that the first wall be changed about every

five years or so with the associated cost and environmental

penalties that must be paid.  If detailed stress analysis raises

or lowers the presently used design limits, then whole design

concepts may change. These calculations could be performed now

and more definitive design limits might be stated for future

reactor studies.

8.   It will be necessary to investigate the effects of 14 MeV neutron

irradiation on the 'runaway' swelling phenomena in SiC and graphite

if these materials are even to be used for first walls of CTR's.

The effect, of extremely high helium concentrations (the helium

production cross section for carbon is - 100 times that of Nb)

on the fluence threshold of this effect is also needed. Damage

rate studies may also be required if SiC and graphite were used

for first walls of pulsed systems.  The above work·requires a

15     , 2/ 23  ,  2neutron source of - 10   n/cm /sec if damage levels of 10 n/ cm

are to be reached in reasanable times. Provisions also need to be

made for heated specimens.

9. Finally, because reasonable size 14 MeV neutron sources will

probably not be available  in the  next 5-10 years, we must obtain

as  much  data as possible from fissio  reactors and simulation

studies. Efforts will have to be made to simulate reasonable CTR

environments (e.g. Li or He) by clever design of test capsules and

perhaps recycling specimens several times after modification for
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transmutation reactions.  A large variety of materials should

be   screened by simulation studies when possible   so · that  more

valuable core space   can  be   used c for those materials which  are

truly high on the priority list.

An effort should be made to test the properties in situ when

possible if any realistic assessment of their engineering use-

fulness is to be made. Post irradiation tests can reveal the

gross features of damaged material, but cannot be relied upon

for dependable quantitative results.  Experience from'fission

reactor work clearly showed that post-reactor creep studies

could not predict in-reactor properties nor could .they be

particularly helpful in developing theoretical models.  In

addition,   such in- reactor testing   at high temperatures requires

3
a volume of the order of  - 10 cm  per sample in test facilities.

Several alloy systems may have to be tested and 10-100 specimens

of each alloy may be required if reasonable statistics are to be

14       15    ,   2,
developed. Therefore it is not sufficient to produce 10 -10      n/cm  /sec

fluxes in a volume of only 1-2 cm .  Test facilities should be designed

to utilize much larger test capsules.
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II. B. Thermal Reactors                   -

The thermal neutron power reactors now in service could operate much

more efficiently and at lower cost if it were not necessary to make allowances

in the reactor design for the fact that the pressure vessel and the fuel

cladding are subject to radiation embrittlement.

The pressure vessel is irradiated by both fast and thermal neutrons.

which results in an increase in the nil ductility temperature.  The

obvious danger lies in the fact that pressure vessels can become brittle

at room temperature or even at the reactor operating temperature, leading

to the possibility of failure of the vessel.  The lack of

understanding of this embrittlement, both the phenomenon itself and the

changes due to radiation damage, has led to a monitoring program which

involves periodic physical inspections of the vessel together with the

testing for embrittlement of small steel samples located on the vessel

walls.  Both this surveillance program and the fact that these reactors

must operate under less than optimal conditions because of this safety

hazard are expensive; it is estimated that their cost to the power indus-

try will be $100 to $300 million annually by 1982.  Although new steels

I

that are more resistant to embrittlement are being developed, the problem

is still a very important one both in relation to the safety of existing

reactors and the reduction of safety tolerances in new reactors.  Thus

research on radiation embrittlement of steels can have important conse-

quences   for   the safe operation of reactors under more efficient conditions.

Consider now the embrittlement of fuel cladding.  The cladding, a

zirconium alloy, is subjected to a higher neutron flux, -1013 n/c
m2/sec,

and the principal effect of the radiation damage is a loss in ductility.
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This embrittlement increases the frequency of cladding rupture, leading

possibly   to the release of radioactivity   to the primary cooling cir.cuit.       It   is   fre -

quently necessary to replace ruptured fuel elements prior to optimum

fuel burn-up, resulting in inefficient operating conditions.  Improved

understanding of the radiation embrittlement of the fuel cladding material

which would lead to an embrittlement resistant material would have important

consequences for more economical reactor operations.

II. C. Fast Breeder Reactors

The fast neutron fluxes to be expected in a typical fast breeder reactor

16                                                          13are  about 10 neutrons/cm2/sec,  compared to fluxes  of  a few times  10 in thennal

reactors.  This high fast flux, and higher fast fluences for fast breeder fuel

assemblies will lead to materials problems not previously experienced or

anticipated. In addition, those problems encountered in thermal reactors,  such

as loss in ductility, are much more serious and will have a more pronounced

effect on the economic viability 6f breeder reactors.

The most crucial materials problem" i·n fast breeder reactors at the

present time is swelling associated with void formation.  This phenomenon

is discussed in detail in the section 6n Voids and Dislocations.  At the

high fluxes in these reactors there is a rapid generation of vacant lattice

sites and interstitial atoms.  At the reactor ambient temperatures these

defects are mobile and the great majority recombine, but the annihilation is

not complete and a steady state supersaturation of vacancies and interstitials

occurs.  The excess interstitials cluster into platele+s which collapse to

form dislocation loops.  An appreciable number of the vacancies nucleate,

probably on impurity gas atoms, three-dimensional precipitates called voids,

which are easily observable with transmission electron microscopy.  Conse-
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quently tha metal swells, and volume swelling of approximately 20% has been

observed in reactor components i rradiated to neutron doses which would be

accumulated during their expected lifetime in the reactor.  The void swel'ling

has particularly serious effects on the breeding process.  The fuel pins

have to be more widely spaced to provide sufficient cooling as the

fuel pihs swell.  Also, the non-uniformity of the neutron flux results

in non-uniform swelling, causing the fuel pins to bow, and the den-

sity of fuel in the reactor core must be reduced further.  This de-

crease in core density softens the neutron spectrum, resulting in a

substantial decrease in the breeding ratio.

The development of swelling resistant materials will play an impor-

tant r6le in the development of breeder reactors.  Several possibili-

ties to control the void swelling exist.  For example, the annihilation

process can. be more highly favored through the retention of intersti-

tial atoms by trapping them with precipitates or impurity atoms.  Al-

ternatively, it may be possible to force the vacancy clusters to form

dislocation loops instead of voids. In any event it is clear that this

is an area where clever research can have important effects on reactor

technology.

Another area where fundamental information can be of great assis-

tance is in the development of a radiation damage model which will

permit the simulation of the large neutron fluxes and neutron doses

encountered in fast breeder reactors by the use of heavy ion or electron

bombardment (High Voltage Electron Microscope).  The void swelling,

which occurs in years in existing steady state reactors such as the

EBRII, in principle can be produced in hours by these charged particle

bombardments.  The difficulty in properly assessing the results in terms

of neutron bombardment lies in accounting for the differences in displacement
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cascade effects, in the kinetic effects due to the much higher defect

production rates, and in effects of (n,p) and (n,a) reactions.  This is

obviously an area where fundamental concepts plan an important role.

Alteration of mechanical properties during irradiation and as a

result of the total i rradiation ranks with dimensional instability as a

major concern.  Irradiation creep, stress effects on swelling, and thermal

creep are deformation mechanisms that control the behavior of the reactor

core. It is essential that these deformation mechanisms be understood in

terms of their dependence on temperature, flux, fluence, stress, etc.

Reduction of ductility due to reduced uniform strain at temperatures below

about 500°C (in steels) and due to enhanced intergranular fracture above

500°C may become a limiting factor. Extremely low fracture strains .·(near zero)

are observed after irradiation to fluences of 1023 n/cm2.  Of particular

concern is the behavior under short-time temperature transients.

Progress in this area is hindered by a lack of understanding of the

controlling deformation and fracture mechanisms in the absence of radia-

tion, and even less understanding of the effect of irradiation produced

defects on these mechanisms or in changing the mechanisms.  This area can be

divided into two parts: dynamic or in situ effects during irradiation and

postirradiation properties.  Much more is known by far about the latter.

Both areas are important in determining the usefulness of a given metal or

alloy for a reactor core component.  The dynamic behavior determines the

response of the component to other radiation-produced changes (i .e., the

creep rate and rupture ductility may be increased while the material is

being irradiated so that the swelling can be accomodated).  The post-

irradiation properties probably determine the limits of degradation of

mechanical properties and define the properties that will be present during
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transient changes in the core.

Particular problems that have been -identified are radiation creep,

the deformation under the action of an applied stress during irradiation;

effects of irradiation on thermal creep; radiation hardening, the increase

in yield strength after irradiation to high fluences; and elevated-temperature

fracture, the·reduction in ductility after irradiation to high fluences

which often results in intergranular fracture.  The loss of ductility is a

more severe problem in the fast breeder reactors than in the thermal reactors·

because of the enhanced flux.                                                 
 -
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III. POINT DEFECTS IN METALS

III. A. Introduction

When metals are irradiated with energetic particles, intrinsic

point defects, i.e. interstitials and vacant lattice sites, are ini-

tially created.  In neutron irradiations, transmutations will also

be produced, resulting in a buildup of extrinsic point defects during

an irradiation.  Both intrinsic and extrinsic point defects affect the

properties of metals.   Some .of the intrinsic defects annihilate by re-

combination, others aggregate int6 clusters of like kind or interact

with impurities initially in the metal or with the transmutation pro-

ducts.  The ability of the defects to migrate and thereby to cluster or

to form defect-impurity complexes depends upon the temperature of the

metal.  Moreover, rate processes of great technological significance

such as nucleation, precipitation, and segregation are diffusion-con-

trolled, and diffusion can be enhanced by the presence of a supersaturation

of mobile defects. ·The degree of supersaturation is a function of dose

rate and temperature. The extent to which a change  .In 'a rate process  i s

significant depends upon the duration of exposure to' radiation. Therefore,

kinetic processes are governed not only by the fundamental parameters of

point defects but also by the important controllable factors of irradiation

temperature, flux and integrated flux (dose or fluence).

In order to understand radiation damage it is necessary to be able to

measure the number of defects produced during an irradiation, to understand

the mechanisms of motion and clustering of the defects, and to measure their

thermodynamic properties. It has become clear that the various types of
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defect clusters have significant effects on technologically important

properties. Because clusters are built  up of point de fects, it follows

that the understanding of the basic physics of point defects will aid in

the solution of present and future technological problems related to

radiation damage.

III. B. Present Status of Knowledge

Many experimental techniques have been developed for investigating

point defects in metals.  All these techniques have proved to be necessary

to arrive at unique answers to questions of· defect properties, and we  have

now deduced a reasonable model for some metals which is consistent with

the information obtained   from   all   the te chniques. From resistivity .recovery

data annealing stages were established,  and  in past years effort  has. been

devoted to identifying the defects responsible for these various stages.

Stage I. - 50'K.  Best 'understood.  Corresponds to close-pair annihilation

and long-range motion of interstitials.   Form of the interstitial

and its dynamics established by diffuse x-ray scattering,

elastic constants, Mossbauer, and annealing kinetics measurements,

and computer simulation studies.  A few metals do not exhibit this

stage of annealing
- no correlation with crystal structure.

Stage II. -  50  - 2000IC Trapping ahd de-trapping  of  the . migrating inter-

stitials at impurities, and clustering of interstitials to form

interstitial loops.  The latter phenomenon was recently established

by diffuse x-ray scattering.  The details of the clustering

mechanism are not understood; the interactions of interstitials

with impurities are only partly catalogued and poorly understood.

Stage· III. - 200  - 350'K. Presumably this stage is associated with vacancy

aggregation to form vacancy loops.  Processes which 6ccur in this

stage are controversial and poorly understood.
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Stage IV. Most probably this stage onj·y exists for certain impurity-

vacancy interactions - generally not observed.

Stage V. Dislocation loops annihilated through evaporatiob bf: vacancies,

through interaction with each other and with disl.pcations in

the lattice, etc. Transmission electron microscopy' and x-ray

scattering techniques used to establish these processes.

Complete reviews of our present status of knowledge can·be found in

(1,2)
the recent technical literature.

III. C. Basic Unknowns and Areas of Uncertainty

1.  The defect responsible for Stage Ill and the associated processes.

2.  Interaction of point defects with themselves and with impurities,

including transmutation products.

3.  Interaction of point defects and their aggregates with .6*tended

defects, e.g. dislocations, stacking faults, grain bo.unddries, etc.

4.  Mechanisms of growth of clusters and loops - also, the'.m18ration of

loops.

5.  Theory of relation of property change, e.g. resistivity, change in
......:4

lattice parameter, positron trapping at vacancies, etc-:';.to concen-
„ 5 " '

tration.and state of aggregation of defects. ,......' .
''·· '·.C/ #.p '' ' . ·

III. D.  Promising Areas of Research

1. Investigate mechanisms  of the· interaction of point defects 'with themselves

and with dislocations.

2.      Confirm the properties of interstitials by physics experiments.

3.  Establish the defect responsible for Stage III and the associated defect

processes.

4.   Catalogue the thermodynamic properties of point defects· in all metals; give

immediate emphasis to b.c. c. metals.
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5.  Develop new techniques for quantitative characterization of point defects

and their clusters.

6.  Develop theoretical understanding of the relation of property change to

defect concentration and state of aggregation for better identification

and counting of defects.
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IV.  VOIDS AND DISIOCATIONS IN METALS           '                       ·f'k
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IV. A. Introduction

-4:

The swelling of metals that are subjected to a high

fluence of fast neutrons at elevated temperatures (0.3 to

0.6 of the absolute melting point of the metal) was an  ,

unexpected physical phenomenon  that  Was first discovered ' by
(1)Cawthorne and Fulton in 1966. These investigators found

that austenitic stainless steel fuel cladding subjected.to

a high fluence of fast neutrons in:the Dounreay Experimental

Reactor in Great Britain contained a microstructure which
0         r

consisted of empty cavities (hereafter called voids) which
-

were approximately 100A in diameter.  Since that time much

experimental research has shown tHat voids are a general

result of irradiating metals in certain'temperature ranges  to the point
..... - . i

where every  atcm  has been displaced  to a. minimum total of between.i  to

10 times. The macroscopic swelling (ofteh exceeding 10%) that accompanies
...

the formation of these microscopic voidsfis a serious technological.
*r .. " 1

'

problem in the economic design and opef«ion of a liquid metal fast breeder
·:     ,..1

reactor (IMFBR)   as  well   as   in the cases'of  a gas -cooled fast breider  .re -f .:r
61 .

r , . ,„

actor and the controlled thermonuclear:fusion reactor. The phenqi,enon .of

void formation in irradiated metals ha's been the subject of tw6 recent  

international conferences, (2,3)  and several rev'iew articles; (4,5,6  .the

reader is referred to these proceedings a#d articles for the myriad of

details  that, by necessity,  must be omitted  from the present dibcussion.
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A-basic requirement for the nucleation and growth of voids

is the existence  of a preferential  sink,  as  well  as a neutral  sink,  for  one

of the two mobile point defects (vacancy or self-interstitial atom)

produced by the irradiating particle.  This sink is now

generally believed to be the edge dislocation. The edge dis-
*

location acts as a preferential sink  for the self-interstitial

atom (SIA) because the larger strain field associated with

the SIA, when compared to the strain field of the vacancy,

results in a preferential drift of the SIA's to the edge

dislocation. Direct experimental evidence for this effect

has been found in the high voltage electron microscope (HVEM)

work of Norris The presence of a biased sink for SIA's
(7)

and at least one neutral sink is a very basic requirement

for void growth, and hence even though the experimental

effort has been placed on voids it is the existence of edge

dislocations that makes possible void growth. The general

physical picture of the formation of voids is as follows.

The incident radiation produces vacancies and SIA's in equal

numbers and if the specimen is at a temperature where both

types of point defects are mobile and where the lattice is

also supersaturated with respect to both species then one

*
This statement assumes that the climb of edge dislocations
in this situation is diffusion-limited and not absorption-
limited. If the supersaturation of vacancies and SIA's is
low enough then the climb processes can become absorption-
limited.  In this.case the edge dislocation can still act
as a preferential sink if its absorptivi properties are
different for either the vacancy or the SIA.
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has met the first condition for void nucleation and growth.

Next since the SIA's are more mobile than the vacancies they
l

will cluster in the form of dislocation loops which are

usually of the pure edge type. The small net flux of SIA'8

to edge dislocation loops also means that the point defect

flux  into any other neutral   sink  will be vacalicy   in  nature.

Thus any void nuclei that have formed may grow, as long as

the lattice is supersaturated with respect to vacancies.

Continued particle irradiation results in the additional

growth of the interstitial edge dislocation loops into a

three-dimensional dislocation network. The voids will then

continue to grow as long as no mechanism exists which results

in the recombination of the equal numbers of vacancies and

SIA's produced. Therefore all mechanisms which produce a

saturation in the void growth must involve a means of making  ,·2

the vacancies recombine with the SIA's before they lose their

point defect character.  With the above as an introduction to
.'. #.

the general problem  we now proceed to specific problem areas.

IV. B. Nucleation Problems

The nucleation problem is really a two-fold problem, siuce

it is clear that we must consider the nucleation of both   ·;,

interstitial edge dislocation loops and voids.  Mechanisms  , ,

for void nucleation  have been given  the most attention  both ·,
/...

theoretically and experimentally   and   much   of the experimenta'i

t'-    i

4. i   ./

re   .   .
. . .        ..

!.. iI:...' .        ,

(:.,
i;..,1- ,.  .
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evidence has been reviewed by Stiegler and Norris In(8) (4)

the case of void nucleation it has been suggested that

nucleation is possible at or on impurity atoms (both metallic

and non-metallic), depleted zones, gas bubbles, and also as

a result of simple homogeneous nucleation.  No single mech-
(8)anism is able to explain all the experimental observations

although it is generally believed that mobile gas atoms play

a critical role in the nucleation of voids.  In particular

it is believed that the helium gas atoms produced as a result

of neutron-alpha particle reactions play a critical role in

both the nucleation and stabilization of voids. Almost no

experimental attention has been paid to the equally very  i

important problem of the nucleation of the interstitial dis-

location loops. It is clear that in this latter situation

it is also a question of a homogeneous nucleation mechanism

versus heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms.

The theoretical aspects of nucleation have been considered

(9)in some detail and the reader is referred -to the papers of Burton

Katz and Wiedersich , and Russell , for further(10,11) (12)

details. The theoretical side must be further developed to

include the following problems:

1.  Time-dependent nucleation theory of interstitial

dislocation loops.

2.     Influence of diffusion gradients toward the embryos
on nucleation rate.

3.  The effect 6f the high-mobility divacancies on
nucleation rate.
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4.  Effect of stress on the nucleation rate. In

particular on the nucleation rate of inter-
stitial dislocation loops. The preferred

nucleation of loops on certain crystallo-

graphic planes is important for the problem
of radiation-induced creep.

5.  Heterogeneous nucleation of interstitial type

loops.

A strong effort is also required on the experimental side

to determine specific nucleation mechanism(s) on model systems

under well-defined experimental conditions. This effort

requires research on specimens which are well-defined

initially from both a chemical and a microstructural point-of-

view. The nucleation studies should concern both the voids       ·

and the interstitial dislocation loops. It is also worth

noting that vacancy dislocation loops also provide a prefer-

ential sink for SIA's and that they may be.of importance in

the early portions of the nucleation process, but would, of

course, disappear as a result of accumulating SIA's.  The

following experimental areas are of interest:

1.  The influence of specific impurities on the observed

densities of voids and dislocation loops (both

interstitial and vacancy) in a number·.of well-

characterized pure metals and alloys.  The

refractory bcc metals are of particular.·interest.

2.  The effect of a known stress distribution on the         ·      

observed density and crystallographic·habit plane(s)
of dislocation loops (both interstitial and vacancy) .
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3.  Measurements of the local concentration of impurity

atoms (both metallic and non-metallic) in voids and

dislocation loops. The atom-probe field ion micro-
(13) (14)

scope and the field desorption microscope

should be very valuable in obtaining both qualitative

and quantitative information on the local chemistry

in the vicinity of these defects.

4.  The trapping of SIA's by impurity atoms. This is a

very important area of research since it represents

a possible mechanism for forcing all the vacancies
to  recombine with  SIA' s, and hence completely..

supressing nucleation of interstitial dislocation

loops and therefore voids.

IV. C. Growth Problems

The modeling of the growth of stable voids is an area in
which a considerable effort has been expended in the past

few years. The models have included both the so-called

"mathematical models" which attempt   to   fit the observed swelling

data to a number of arbitrarily chosen parameters contained

in a mathematical function, as well as more fundamental physical

models. The physical models are usually based on either a

diffusion-limited or a surface-reaction limited growth model.

The diffusion-limited growth model is mathematically more

tractable than the surface-reaction limited growth model and

is based on the physical assumption that the void growth is

limited solely by the rate at which vacancies are transported

through the lattice to the v6id-lattice interface.  Alterna-

tively, the surface-reaction limited growth model is(15)

based on the physical assumption that the void growth is lim-
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ited by the ability of the voids to absorb vacancies_at the

void-lattice interface.                             :, 7.

There is a reasonable body of experimental evidence,

obtained from the annealing behavior of quenched and-"a5ed
.*:.

specimens , which indicates that voids shrink by a'.(16)

 »..

diffusion-limit.p.d mechanism. .Unfortunately,.  Lhere  ist, no

experimental evidence to prove that void growth occurs. by a

diffusion-limited vacancy mechanism. On the contrary„  one

would expect an asymmetry between the shrinkage and growth

(16)·of a void just as there  is -an- asymmetry between  the ,                            

: ,

evaporation and growth behavior,of, a macroscopic crystal.

In the growth behavior  of a void,   the  void  very  quickly'

: becomes faceted parallel to low-index crystallographic

planes and at this point one would expect continued growth

to become nucleation limited; i.el, limited by the rate at'
....  I

which the void-lattice interfade :-can absorb vacancies. There

is also the possibility that dynamic segregation (i.e. non-

Gibbsian) effects could cause the growth of voids to become

surface-reaction limited.

The problem just described for:the growth of voids also
...    i  .

applies to the growth of the interstitial dislocation loops t

and it is the opinion of the author' that the growth of the

dislocation loops may also be a surface-reaction limited

problem  and not a diffusion-limited,one'. The interstitial

dislocation loop growth problem  is a  ,very'' important   and

neglected research area. It is essential ' to re-emphasize

9   -  I.      '.
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the fact that the interstitial dislocation loops provide the

necessary biased sink for SIA's and hence are the primary
·i,

cause of void growth. Very little quantitative information             '

is available on the growth of interstitial dislocation loops

and this is clearly an area in which further research is

desirable.

The effect of dose rate on the growth kinetics of both                   I

voids and interstitial dislocation loops is also a very

important area of research. In order to understand the

effectiveness of the electron and ion-irradiation experiments

in simulating the neutron irradiation situation we must under-

stand in detail the effect o'f  dose rate on growth kinetics.

Some particular areas of research for future work are:

1.  Experimental studies of the growth kinetics of both

voids and interstitial dislocation loops in irradia-

ted  materials.  The experiments should be designed

to distinguish between diffusion-limited and

surface-reaction-limited growth.  The diffuse x-ray

scattering methods recently developed at both the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and KFA in Julich,(17)

West Germany could be particularly useful here.
(18)

In addition, the field-ion microscope (FIM) could be

useful if the void or interstitial dislocation loop
16  -3

number'densities were above approximdtely 3 10  cm
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2.  Experimental studies of the effect of the radiation-

(19)
induced dynamic segregation effect on the growth

kinetics of both voids and interstitial dislocation

loops. This problem could be studied employing

electron microscopy, atom-probe field-ion microscopy

and diffuse x-ray scattering techniques.

IV. D.    Paint  Defect--Impurity Atom Interactions

It is clear from the problems discussed so far that the

interaction of impurity atoms with vacancies and SIA's play

an important role in both the nucleation and growth of voids

and dislocation loops in irradiated materials. There is a

strong and urgent need for experimental values of the Gibbs

binding free energy (gb) between impurity atoms and both

vacancies and SIA's in a wide variety of systems at elevated

temperatures.  The quantity gb is defined by the relationship

b b b
g =h -Ts ,

b                              bwhere  h     is the binding enthalpy,   s     is the binding entrapy

and   T   is the- temperature. This quantity   has. been  measured  only
till.„  „„

in a series of dilute aluminum base alloys containing non-
.,  '..'.4.

transition element impurities for the case of the vacancy-

impurity atom Gibbs binding free energy.
4...    I  .

The use of khe length and lattice parametdt: change method

(Simmons-Balluffi technique(20)) and the positron annihilation
/1.:...   ,

(21)
: , "

technique appear to,be particularly promisi;rig approaches
 31  ·     :

for the measurement of gb of vacancy-impurity atom pairs in
2 1. I

fcc alloy systems.     The ;refractory bcc alloy systems  are  more
. "

..r :b' '.,,-
71.6  i
014,    .
.lit ;

.....
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difficult to study by means of the Simmons-Balluffi technique

because of the very elevated temperatures at which the

measurements must be performed and it is clear that some heroic

efforts are needed to make further progress with this method.

The .positron annihilation technique appears to be a more

promising one for the study of vacancy-impurity atom binding

free energies in the refractory bcc alloys and an expanded

experimental effort in this area is required.

The determination of values of gb for impurity atom-SIA

pairs is almost non-existent.  Isochronal warming experiments on

some irradiated fcc alloys and bcc alloys indicate strong

effects of the concentration of impurity atoms in solid solu-

tion on the amount of recovery in a given temperature range,
b

but values of g  have not been determined because of

difficulties in interpreting the observed recovery spectrum in

terms of exact mechanisms. The binding energies of larger

clusters is also of importance. For example, detailed infor-

mation on the binding energy of a SIA to a metal-gas atom

cluster, and the binding energies of di-SIA's, tri-SIA's etc.

is relevant to the void problem and experimental and theoretical

work in this area is urgently needed. The use of atom-probe

(13,14,22)field ion microscope techniques, and diffuse x-ray

scattering methods in combination with detailed and quanti-

tative electrical resistivity measurements appear to be

promising tools for studying impurity atom-SIA interactions.
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IPLE.  Saturation Mechanisms

Mechanisms which cause the voids to stop growing are

referred to as. saturation mechanisms. A number of possible

saturation mechanisms have been suggested and discussed in
(4 5)

detail in the review articles by Norris  '   and Bullough and

Nelson Some of these possible saturation mechanisms are(6)

as follows:

1.  Coherent precipitates serving as recombination

centers for vacancies and SIA's.
9,

2.  Coherent precipitates pinning dislocations and

retarding them from·climbing.                                '

3.  The formation of a stable three dimensional void

lattice.

4.  The lattice losing all its dislocations as a

result of the climb and slip of dislocation

loops into voids.

5.  The transformation of a void from a neutral sink

into biased sink for SIA's as a result of an

induced interaction between the elastic stress

field of a dislocation and a void.

6.  Impurity atom trapping of all SIA's would result

in copious recombination of the mobile vacandies

with the SIA's.

7.  Preferential'vacancy trapping at coherent preci-

pitates in conjunction with pipe diffusion of.

vacancies along the dislocation lines, connecting
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the coherent precipitates would result in the

destruction of the excess SIA's arriving at the

dislocation lines.

The problem of understanding saturation effects in detail

is extremely important as it is the key to producing alloys

which are resistant to swelling under LMFBR irradiation
(23)

conditions.  The recent discovery by Johnston and co-workers

at the General Electric Laboratories in· Schenectady,  New' York

that certain nickel rich alloys in a model Fe-Cr-Ni ternary

system are almost completely resistant to swelling is ample

proof that it is possible to control swelling.  The exact

mechanism or mechanisms which are responsible for this re-

sistance to swelling have not yet been ascertained, but it is

very possible that impurity atoms could play an important

role via mechanism number 6. Further detailed experiments on

additional bcc and fcc model alloy systems are required. These

experiments should be performed on specimens which are very

well characterized both chemically and microstructurally.

This point...is strongly emphasized since it is clear that the

possible saturation mechanisms listed above involve complex

interactions between the chemistry and microstructure of the

specimen. Conventional electron microscopy, high-voltage

electron microscopy, field ion microscopy and atom-probe field ion

microscopy appear to be useful tools for studying this problem.

L
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

..                                                                                          '..

1.  Further detailed experimental and theoretical studies to

elucidate the mechanisne responsible for the nucleation

and growth of voids in model fcc and bcc alloy systems

with well-characterized specimens from both a chemibal

and a microstructural point-of-view.

2.  Experimental::'studies on model fcc and bcc alloy systems

to try to 'elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the
......saturation· :of void growth. The experiments should,                                   ,
a:,

once again;.be performed on specimens well characterized

chemically and microstructurally.
.1 1

„S: '
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V.        THEORY   OF DAMAGE PRODUCT ION

Radiation damage theory encompasses a broad class of

problems, ranging from the dynamics of displaced atom production through t
he

kinetics of point defect migration and agglomeration to the effects of t
he final

defect configurations on the physical properties of an irradiated solid . While

there  is at least partial theoretical understanding of many of these problems,

further work in several areas appears to be important to the development 
of

the nuclear: energy technology.  The most critical need certainly arises f
rom

the increa6ing use of heavy ion irradiation to simulate the effe
cts of fast neutrons,

,

a procedure which rests on still uncertain descriptions of displacement ca
scade

production. Further study is needed of the processes whereby dislocation loops

and void4; are nucleated, especially of the role played therein by foreign atoms,
'·'7

whether #resent as impurities in the solid or introduced as transmutation 
products

during 'irradiation. Improvements in theoretical understanding of the effects of radiatic

producdd defects on the mechanical properties of solids would be very wel
come,

especia'lly in the areas of creep, fracture, and ductility c
hanges.  In the

follobing paragraphs, the current status of radiation damage theory will 
be

1

summarized briefly and some places indicated where further work is needed.

It seems likely that most of this research could be carried out in unive
rsities,

alth8ugh it must be emphasized that close interaction between theorists and

experimentalists will be necessary.  Thus, the university theorist will find 
it

helpful or even essential to maintain close contacts with experimentalists,

not only in his own department, but also in the large nuclear energy research

and development laboratories.

l
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The production of radiation damage commences w
ith the ejection of an atom,

the primary recoil, from its lattice site by 
interaction with an incident neutron,

ion, or election.  Theoretical estimates of th
e energy spdctra of thi 'primary

recoils produced by various incident radiation
s require differential cross section

data  for' the many possible processes. In power reactors, elastic and inelastic

scattering of fast neutrons,(n, 2n) reactions,
 and various charged particle production

reactions are the most significant.  In genera
l, the necessary data are  available al-

'

1

though some gaps exist.  When reactor damage i
s simulated by ion irradiations, the

incident ion itself is conveniently regarded a
s the primary particle.  The initial kinetic

energy of the primary is dissipated  in part in electron excitation and in part

in quasielastic atomic collisions, some of whi
ch lead to additdonal displaced

atoms.  Calculation of the portion of the init
ial primary energy which appears

as electron excitationis an important theoreti
cal problem.  Its solution is

essential in establishing the basis of the ion
 simulation technique for accelerated

2

materials testing.  There is ample experimenta
l evidence  that the widely used

J

3
LSS theory  of the electronic stopping cross s

ections of moderate energy ions

does not correctly predict the dependence of t
hese cross sections on the projectile

velocity, mass, ahd charge nor on the mass and
 charge of the target atoms.  An

improved solution to this challenging problem 
is urgently needed.

-12
After about 10 sec, the energies of the displaced atoms reach

 the thermal

range.  This nascent damage state consists of 
a number of displaced atoms, an

equal number of vacant lattice sites, and (in polyatomic systems) some amount

of chemical disorder.  In metals, the nascent 
damage state is produced entirely

by the atomic collisions, but in insulators an
d possibly in semiconductors,

electron excitation also  Ca.Il lead to damage. The structure of the nascent cascade
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is determined by the primary recoil energy and in turn determines the subsequent

development of the damage.  This structure is still very poorly understood, especially

for the most important case of fast neutron irradiation. Particular problems con-

cern theoccurrence of defect clusters in the nascent cascade and the role of

long range replacement sequences in transporting the interstitials far from the

vacancies.  Studies of the conditions under which stable Frenkel pairs are

produced in dense cascades are needed.  Does the concept of a displacement

threshold  energy remain valid in such dense cascades?  That part of the primary

energy which is not expended in electron excitation, is termed the damage energy.

In comparisons of ion and neutron damage, it is usual to assume that the number

of nascent displacements in metals is proportional to the damage energy, but this
-                                                                                                                              4

assumption may.be incorrect for the dense cascades produced by fast neutrons.

5
It is observed  that the stress induced into irradiated materials is less for

light incident ions than for heavy ones for the same density of total damage

energy.  Is this effect related to the more dense collision cascades induced by

the  heavier ions,  or  is it evidence of different effective displacement thresholds

for heavy and light ions?  The interaction of deposited damage with local electronic

excitation may also play a role in the effectiveness of damage production by the

various charged particle irradiations.  A satisfactory solution to these problems

is needed to allow meaningful comparisons of ion, electron, and fast neutron

irradiations to be made.
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The defects produced in the nascent cascade are generally mobile at the

temperatures of interest in power reactors.  A large fraction of them will

annihilate; the balance will either produce new agglomerates, add themselJes

to existing agglomerates from previous cascades, or interact with impurities

and extended defects in the irradiated solid.  The6retical understanding of these

processes is needed. The most important topic seems to be the nucleation of

dislocation loops and of voids. The possible role, of clusters produced directly in the

nascent cascade needs study.  Impurities initially present in the target,

dislocation structures, and transmutation products may alter the cascade structure

or influence agglomerate nucleation in other ways.

The influence of the final defect configurations on the technologically

important properties of the irradiated solid require careful study.  The most  

important area for fast fission reactors, and perhaps for CTR devices, appears

to be the influence of irradiation on high temperature creep: very little useful

theoretical work seems to be available. While it is unlikely that an

accurate predictive theory could be developed to reduce significantly the need

for pressure vessel surveillance, studies are needed of the effects of irradiation

produced defect structures on ductility and on fracture mechanics, in systems

of power reactor interest.

Additional work is also needed on the effects of radiation damage at material

interfaces, particularly bonding interfaces and electrical and thermal contacts.

In the vicinity of these interfaces radiation damage will not only produce defect

clusters, but will also lead to transport of the dissimilar atomic species across

the common boundaries, both through enhanced diffusion and through recoil of atoms

from collisions with the primary radiations.  Further understanding of the role

these effects might have on the degradation of the interface properties is needed

to allow meaningful design choices of materials to be used in such applications.
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Many other interesting problems have been omitted in the previous para-

graphs, a fe4 of which·should be mentioned because of their possible technical

importance.  The introduction of damage into insulators and semiconductors by
.,

the electronic excitation component of the primary recoil energy needs further

6                     7
study.  Experiment shows a damage component in some insulators  and semiconductors

which is directly proportional to the average energy deposited into electronic

8
excitation by ion bombardment. In order to determine the details of the damage

mechanism, which are not known, study of the individual excitations may be necessary.

In addition, the enhanced annealing and diffusion of defects and impurities observed

in these materials, may also be related to the deposition of energy into electronic

excitation since the kinetic properties of these centers are often strongly charge

9
state dependent. (See Chapters  IX and X.) The striking nature  of the void lattice

also calls for study, especially of the mechanism of binding and of the possible

significance  that  this  may  have for other areas  of  de fect physics.
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VI.  Simulation of Reactor Neutron Damage

VI.4 Introduction

The use of energetic ions and electrons to simulate the effects on

materials of the massive neutron fluences expected in the design life of

current' and next generation reactors arose from the unavailability of

sources of neutrons of sufficient intensity to carry out meaningful tests

in reasonable lengths  of time, Si.rmilation began at Harwell  in  1969 with  100  keV

(1)
H,C, 0 and Fe ions as an imaginative approach to estimating materials

swelling at first generation LMFBR goal neutron fluences.  Ion simulation

now makes principal use of nickel ions in the 3-50 Mev range and protons

and deuterons of 1-10Mev.  To these have been added simulation by electrons

of 0.6 to 1.0 Mev as are available at high current densities in high

voltage electron microscopes (HVEM).  The attempt in all cases is to

provide a means of creating defects in solids at very high rates.  Figure 1

compares ion and neutron atomic displacement rates for particles of major

interest.  Simulation studies have been extremely fruitful and have led

t o relatively rapid assays  of void produced swelling in materials  of

potential reactor interest.  Recent reviews of the field are available in

references 2-6  .  Recommended procedures for carrying ion simulation are

shortly  to be issued  as  an ASTM report (7) .

A summary of. the advantages and disadvantages of simulation as initially

perceived are listed in Table I.  The advantages A2 and A3 and disadvantage

D5 are related to the. importance of impurities in the nucleation and growth

of voids and other defect microstructures. This is discussed further in

connection with Table II. For a more detailed discussion of these effects

see Section IV - Voids and Dislocations.
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TABLE I

Assessment of Neutron Damage Simulation With Charged Particlds

Advantages of Simulation .Disadvantages of Simulation

Al. Acceleration of damage rates by Dl. Short particle ranges produce

105 - 106. damage not well suited.to study

of mechanical properties.

A2. Allows selective impurity doping. 02. Non uniform damage.

A3. Allows separation of atomic dis- D3. Temperature shift required to

placement and gas atom effects. scale swelling rates.

A4. Non-radioactive samples D4·. Different primary knock-on

atom energy distributions, particularly

for HVEM.

A5. HVEM can examine defect structures D5. Precipitation not necessarily

as. they develop. simulated.

A6. Low cost

A7· Rapid screening tool for new alloy

development
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Disadvantage Dl refers to the problems of studies of cr
eep and reduced

ductility  in  the very 'shallow layers affected  by the simulating  ions.    D3

has to do with the necessity of raising the temperatur
e in a simulation

experi&ent with respect  to the temperature  in a reactor  in  order to

increase the diffusion  rates of defects and hence try 
to keep the defect

reaction rates in scale with the higher production rate
.

The simulation of reactor neutron damage effects using
 accelerator

produced neutrons is an alternative to the use of ions 
or electrons.

The neutron spectra from sources such as (d, t) reacti
ons or from the beam dump

in LAMPF are in general different from the spectra of f
ission and

fusion reactors.  This leads to somewhat different ener
gy distributions                  

for the primary knock-on atoms in a material.  However
, the major difference

in simulation arises from the different rates at which 
nuclear reactions

produce impurities - gas or otherwise- that may shift t
he balance in the

subsequent defect reaction rates.  It should be noted 
that reaching

!
interesting neutron flux levels in this way is relativ

ely expensive and

the flexibility of radiation geometry is rather constr
ained.  Major new

facilities for this type of simulation using 14 MeV neutrons are under

consideration.

Transmission electron microscopy has provided the most 
valuable

tool for defect studies in simulation although the mea
surement of the height

of the surface step produced in an ion bombarded region
 has been used to

good advantage in rapid assays of the temperature depen
dence of material

swelling. TEM permits microscopic evaluation of the st
ructure of the defects

formed - dislocation loops, precipitates, voids, etc. 
 An example is shown

in Figure 2.  This work is tedious because of the nece
ssity of thinning

--6
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each sample to a few thousand angstroms or.less for microscopic ,

examination.  Nevertheless it is extremely revealing of the sensitive      '

balance  of  de fect reaction processes  that take place.     In some cases
* I

electron microscopes have been coupled with ion accelerators to permit

dynamic observations of defect processes.  Microscopes in the 100 kV'

range are useful here but the thinness of samples required makes the  

proximity of surfaces as defect sinks a significant problem.  High

voltage elktron microscopy allows thick samples to be used, thick enough

that  sur face sinks for defects  are  of less importance.    It also permits

studies of defect structure changes to be made dynamically since the

high energy electrons themselves produce atomic displacements.

It would be valuable if other techniques of defect analyses as well

as techniques for studying the mechanical property damage could be devised

to complement the microscopic defect observations for simulation studies.

X-ray scattering might be useful in this way.  Higher energy ion beams

would make some of these problems easier by extending the damage further

into the  bulk  of the material. However, this reasoning cannot be carried

too far, eg. it would be extremely difficult to produce a high enough

energy  self  ion     (Z >  10) that would pass completely through a specimen

suitable for mechanical property measurements ( - 100 micron).  For

example the range of 100 MeV Al ion in Al is - 20 microns.                         »
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VI. B.   Status of Technology

B. I.  Charged Particle Simulation

After the first initial successes of this field, more detailed

studies of ion simulation techniques have revealed some critical physics

related problems that need to be thoroughly examined.  Some of the more

important are listed in Table II, and discussed below.

Due to the limited range of high energy particles and the

thickness limit for transparency in HVEM, one must be extremely careful

about the interaction between the damage zone and the surface of the

samples. It is generally known that the thickness of denuded zones from

free surfaces increases with increasing temperature.  However, the exact

extent of this denuded zone cannot be predicted with any accuracy from

first principles.  More information on defect diffusion and agglomeration

during'high rate damage processes is required.

Another difference between ion simulation and neutron damage is

the primary knock-on atom (PKA) spectrum.  Whereas the average PKA

fission
energy for/neutrons is -20 KeV, it is only - 2 KeV for heavy ions and

- 100 eV for 1 MeV dlectrons.  Processes which are sensitive to the size

of the displacement ,cascade from a single primary knock on, such as the

formation or re-solution of precipitates in alloys, will not be accuratel
y

simulated by HVEM and may be altered by the smaller displacements spikes

of heavy ion irradiation.  The use of protons for simulation must be

critically examined in this regard.

There are also spatial variations in the production of damage with

the various types of bombarding particles.  Both the neutron and e
lectron

damage cascades are homogeneously distributed whereas there is

a high density of cascades along the path of a high energy heavy ion.  We
 need to
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understand how these high microscopic damage densities will alter solid

state processes such as the nucleation and growth of voids and dislocation

loops.

Another question which has recently been raised is the effect of

beam sweeping versus beam defocussing to insure uniform irradiation of

a specimen.  The question here goes deeper than just that of an experi-

mental technique, it has to do with the production of damage in short,

high density bursts with relatively long annealing times between the

bursts.  Experiments are required to not only assess the validity of

such a technique, but also to see how it might apply to real irradiation

conditions in pulsed nuclear systems such as theta pinch and laser fusion

reactors, (see fusion technology section).

Another critical area, and one which lies at the very heart of the

simulation technique, is the non linear scaling of diffusion and reaction

rates of point defects.  At very high displacement rates the amount of

recombination is greatly enhanced.  This has the effect of reducing the
supersaturation levels below what one might expect by simply scaling the

defect production rates.  Rate theories and defect trapping efficiencies

must be developed to adequately describe this situation before the

technique will be accepted by those in charge of engineering design

considerations.

The fact that the ion simulation techniques do not produce transmutdion

reactions is both an advantage and disadvantage.  The disadvantage is that

since impurities, especially gas atoms, are known to have drastic effects

on the formation of microstructural defects, one is never sure that. the
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relatively 'clean' charged particle bombardments duplicate the in-reactor

response.  The doping of gas atoms has, up to now, been accomplished by

V

preinjection of an unirradiated specimen with the amount of gas that

would be accumulated over the irradiated lifetime of the specimen.

However, such large initial concentrations of gas may completely bias

the formation of certain microstructural defects which would not be formed

if the impurity were added monotomically with the damage.  The sensitivity

of cluster·defect production toube manner in which the impurities are

added must be understood and experimental methods of adding these

impurities along with the point defect damage must be devised.

A final question on simulation studies has to do with the stress

state imposed on the damage region in thin foils during irradiation.

This effect is considerably different for HVEM studies where the 'cylindrical'

damage region in the foil, bounded by denuded regions on the top and

bottom and undamaged crystal around the circumference, may be subjected

to considerable compressive stresses during irradiation.  This effect is

particularly dramatic for high swelling values  (- >10%) . The damage zone

in the heavy ion bombarded material is always subjected to the stresses

imposed by the undamaged region beyond the range of the bombarding particle

as well as the undamaged surface around the beam.  Analysis of this state

of stress, and the effect of such stress on the formation and growth of

microstructural defects is absolutely essential if meaningful simulation

work·is to be accomplished.
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B. II  Simulation with Neutron Sources

In the previous section, critical problems associated with the inter-

pretation of charged-particle simulation of neutron damage have been obtlined.

From that discussion it is evident that there are at least five reasons why

neutron irradiation experiments must be carried out:

1.  To determine the validity of ion simulation, comparison with.

neutron damage is necessary.

2.  Ions usually simulate displacements per atom but not the. recoil

spectra or damage cluster size generated by neutrons.

3. Neutrons create the gaseous impurities, H and He, homogeneously

throughout the volume of a relatively large specimen during

irradiation.

4.  Neutrons produce nongaseous transmutation products which can alter

physical properties of alloys.  Impurity concentrations are, thus,

time dependent during an irradiation.

5.  The study of runaway swelling in such solids as SiC and graphite

requires an: intense neutron source.

Information concerning neutron damage in breeder and fusion reactors is needed.

In the breeder-reactor program EBR-II is the primary source of neutrons, and it

will be joined by the FFTF some time in the future.  However, present additional

sources are needed to accommodate the large number of experiments that are being

planned.

For the forseeable future there will be no fusion reactor available for

studies of radiation effects produced by this new neutron spectrum.  Thus,

existing or proposed neutron sources will have to be used. Several low-intensity

14-MeV neutron sources already are in use, others have been proposed.  The beam
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dump at LAMPF will soon be available as a source, and a number of cyclotrons

are expected to be used as deuteron sources for inducing the (d, n) reaction

on suitable targets.  In all cases, the neutron spectrum is not that expected

at the first wall of a typical fusion reactor. Therefore,  even when neutrons

are  being used directly  in an experiment, the question bf simulation remains.

To answer this question it will be necessary to conduct experiments at a

variety of neutron sources,  and to relate the results  to the differences between

spectra.  It should then be possible to predict the results for a hypothetical

fusion spectrum.  Such a program has a number of research components:

1.  Good dosimetry techniques must be developed to ensure accurate

knowledge of each neutron source spectrum.

2.  High-energy neutron cross section data will be needed for use in              '

conjunctioh with those sources whith produce neutron energies greater

than 14 MeV.

3.  Models which relate energy losses in a solid to damage production            .9

will have to be developed further.

4.  Techniques '·for the production of intense neutron fluxes must be

investigated so that eventually high-fluence experiments can be

conducted.
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VI. C.     Recommendations
1

1.  Establish the range of validity (i. e., energy, displace
ment ldvel,

displacement  rate, T,  etc. )  of ion and electron simulation techniques

in providing an accurate means for anticipating fisdion and fusion neutron

damage effects.

2.  Devise techniques for simulation studies of changes in mechanical prop
erties

such as creep and embrittlement with and without externally applied stre
ss.

In addition to providing data more quickly, such simulation
could provide

information on stress enhanced effects.

3.  Develop a wider range of ion beam facilities for simulation studies. 
 These

should include higher beam currents, a wider variety of ions and clean

target systems in which accelerator contamination of refractory metal

targets at high temperature can be avoided.

4.  . Assess the need for simultaneous gas atom injection and ion beam irradiation

as contrasted with pre-injection.

5.  Establish the theoretical relationship between 'free' defect concentr
ations

(those defects surviving initial cascade recombination) associated with

electron, proton, heavy ion, fission and fusion neutron bombardment (see

Theory Section).

6.  Develop techniques for performing simulation experiments using neutron s
ources.

/1
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TABLE II

Physics Related Questions for Neutron Damage Simulation Techniques

Phenomena Heavy Ion 11 1

Influence of Surface                                               Requires Sample

Proximity on Damage State Requires E 2 1 MeV Thickness 5 1 microninn

neutron
E                             Single atom displacementave

PKA Spectrum - 10 elec
ion                        E   - 100 eVE                             aveave

Spatial Distribution of High density along track
HomogeneousDamage Beam Sweeping Effects                                    r

.

t Non Linear scaling of Diffusion and Reaction
Rate Effects Rates of Point Defects

Transmutation Effects Requires   Pre- or Simultaneous Inj
ections                                                 ,:,'

I -%

Stress State Constraint of Damage Zone by Undamaged Material
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VII. .HYDROGEN AND HELIUM IN METALS
.

VII. AL      Hydrogen' in Metals

Hydrogen-related effects on materials in radiation environments

are important in present reactor systems and will be increasingly

significant in the proposed fast breeder and fusion systems (see sec-

tion II and references  1 and 2). The major anticipated problems are -

listed in Table I.

Hydrogen embrittlement is presently recognized as a problem at

temperatures near 300°K in those systems which form stable hydrides
(3)   .1

(4)(Group Vb, Zr, Ti, etc.) and in ferritic steels. Austenitic stain-

less steels and nickel base alloys are known to be subject to em-

brittlement under certain conditions, but the magnitude of the prob-

lem in these 4lloys   has   not  been  well de fined. Group VIb metals,

such as Mo, are believed   to be "immune" to hydrogen embrittlement;

a belief based on little experimental foundation.  In all of these

systems the effects of hydrogen on the high temperature ductility

is not known. The mechanism of low temperature hydrogen embrittle-
0

ment in "hydride forming" systems has been shown to be associated

with  cleavage of stress-induced hydrides.     In the "non-hydride"

forming systems the embrittlement mechanism has not been established.

The basic understanding of hydrogen embrittlement would be

advanced by studies of:
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TABLE 1

HYDROGEN-RELATED TECHNOLOGI CAL PROBLEMS

I.   Embrittlement of refractory metal alloy systems (Nb,  V,  Zr,  etc. ).

2.  Embrittlement of stainless steels, nickel base alloys and low alloy steels.

3.  Accelerated high temperature creep and fatigue failure.

4. Stress Corrosion of the Fe-Cr-Ni alloys.

5. Tritium containment.                                                      <¤

_ -- 6. Fusion plasma contamination by hydrogen . " leakage from the

first  wall.                                                                            
                                                              M

7.  Gas bubble formation (H2' CH , H 0).4   2

':....':. 8. Helium production by tritium decay.

9.    I nternal hydriding of substitutional solutes.

10. Void nucleation.

„

4
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a. hydrogen embrittlement in refractory .metal .alloys and stain-

less steels above room temperature; particularly under conditions.

- where lattice defects are being simultaneously generated

by irradiation.

b. hydrogen .solute  effects  on phase equilibria.

c.  precipitation mechanisms in stress fields.

d.  the energy to form a crack in the absence of plastic deforma-

tion (i.e., the "cohesive energy") and the effects of hy-

drogen thereon. Of particular interest is the value of

the maximum force required to break an atomic bond in the

presence of hydrogen.

e. "The thermodynamics and kinetics of high temperature gas

bubble formation  (H2'CH4' H2O' etc.) involving hydrogen

reactions with other interstitial solutes.
'

An estimation of the concentration of hydrogen isotopes in

various reactor components requires a knowledge of hydrogen isotope

(5)
production rates, hydrogen isotope diffusivities and permeabilities.

The latter two parameters are poorly known in most b.c.c. systems,

particularly at elevated temperatures. It has been shown that the

diffusivity and permeability are sensitive to interstitial solutes,

precipitates, surface phases and other lattice defects.  Hydrogen

diffusion in the b.c.c. metals is non-classical; anomalously large

isotope effects and non Arrhenius tunneling behavior at low tempera-

tures have been observed.  The mobility  of solute hydrogen in both
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the b.c.c. and f.c.c. metals  is extremely high (D-10-5cm2/sec at

300°K in the Group Vb metals). lIn addition to volume diffusion,

permeation requires the transport of hydrogen across surfaces; a

process which is poorly understood.

Further work on hydrogen diffusion and permeation should include:

a.  high temperature diffusivity and permeability studies.

b.  an extension of the theoretical understanding to include

(6)
isotope effects.

c.  studies of the mechanism of hydrogen transport across sur-

faces.

d.      an· examination -of stress effects on diffusion and .solubility.

e.         investigations of local phonon modes   and the local ele ctronic structure

near the hydrogen.

f.  studies of hydrogen diffusion in a radiation environment
1.

and of the interaction of hydrogen with radiation-induced

defects.

Since the properties of b.c.c. metals are particularly dependent

on interstitial impurities, attention should be given to the thermo-

(7)
dynamics of gas-metal systems, ai

-to the· problem  of gas formation by nuclear reactions. In particular,

careful studies of neutron cross sections for both direct (n,p) and

(n, d)    reactions   and for indirect reactions which involve transmuta-

tion products should be carried out.

The relatively high hydrogen concentrations expected in reactor

components coupled with the high diffusivities suggest that the role
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of hydrogen in void nucleation and gas bubble formation be carefully

examined, particularly in those systems having low hydrogen solubility.

A large number of synergistic alloy effects such as internal hydriding

of alloying elements and transmutation products must also be con-

sidered.

As a basis for solution of the above problems, improvements in

understanding the fundamental properties of hydrogen in crystal lat-

tices are required.  Calculations of the effect of hydrogen on the

electronic band structure by the A.P.W. method have been carried

out (8      and   need   to be extended, particularly   to   low  hydrogen    con-

centrations. Another theoretical approach to understanding the effect

of hydrogen on the surface of metals is the SCF-x-a scattered wave

(9)
calculations, and these should lead to unders€anding the mechanism

of hydrogen transport across surfaces.  The method also appears

applicable to calculations of hydrogen effects on surface energies

(i.e., on the "cohesive energy") and to calculation of the crystal

site location of hydrogen.  Experiments designed to test

these theories, such as experiments on the hydrides and field ion

microscopy to determine the state of hydrogen on surfaces, should be

(10)extended.  Ion channeling studies appear to be a promising method

of determining both the site at which hydrogen is located and the

interactions of hydrogen with specific trapping defects.

The scope for imaginative research on hydrogen effects in solids

is very great. Some of the most promising areas of research not

previously discussed are:
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a.  In situ electron microscope studies of pro
cesses occurring at crack

tips in metal-hydrogen systems.

b.  Electron microscope studies of hydride pr
ecipitation. 4

c.  Anelastic studies (high frequency and Gors
ky effect) of hydrogen(11)

diffusion arid of the· interaction of hydrogen with lattice defects

produced by irradiation.

d.  Studies of the phonon modes associated wit
h hydrogen and of the

critical phenomena in systems such as Nb-H, V-H, etc., using
(12)

techniques such as neutron scattering and Raman spectroscopy.(13)

e.  Ion channeling and scattering experiments 
to determine the site location

and interaction of hydrogen with specific typ
es of traps.

f.  Theoretical studies of the electronic str
ucture of dilute metal-

hydrogen systems.

g.  Theoretical studies of the interaction of 
hydrogen with surfaces.

h.  Studies of the interaction of hydrogen wi
th surfaces using selective

techniques such as the atom probe and the fie
ld desorption microscope.

VII. B. Helium in Metals

Anticipated helium production rates in the LMF
BR and the CTR suggest that

helium-induced intergranular fracture with co
rresponding loss of ductility may be

a serious problem at elevated temperatures.
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Helium also has been postulated as contributing to the stabilizatiop of

radia'tion-induced voids during nucleation. The behavior of helium in metals          '

14
has been examined using:

a.  Theoretical and experimental studies of properties on an atomic scale

such as solubility, diffusivity, trapping, site location, and

b.  bulk property measurements of samples charged with helium by irradia-

tion techniques.  The processes by which helium agglomerates into

bubbles, migrates to grain boundaries, and induces fracture have not

been studied in detail.

Some calculations of helium configuration, diffusivity, and trapping have

been carried out using interatomic potentials developed for various b. c. c.

15and  f. c. c. metals. The experimental verification of the formation, migration,

and binding energies thus calculated is lacking, primarily becau se the usual

techniques for measuring these values are not applicable for inert gases with

very low solubility.  The techniques required to introduce helium into metals

'                 normally involve ion implantation or (n,a) transmutations of solutes.  These

methods also introduce defect trapping sites. Once introduced   into  the

metal, helium is amenable to study  by many  of the techniques of solid state

physics, although   few   such expe riments    have been carried out. Recently,

16                                               10thermal desorbtion spectra studies and ion channeling experiments have

examined the trapping, mobility and site location of He and have shown reasonable

agreement with the theoretical calculations.  Theory and experiment both indi-

cate a strong interaction between He and radiation-induced defects.

Helium embrittlement has been studied by elevated temperature creep rupture

or tensile testing subsequent to helium charging by neutron or 4-particle

irradiation.  The embrittlement occurs only at temperatures where substantial
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migration of He is possible, i.e., above a threshold temperature on the order

4

of half the melting temperature.  Although strength parame
ters at these tempera-

tures are not affected by helium, premature intergranular fracture causes a

reduction in ductility.  A qualitative model of He bubble fo
rmation and migra-

tion to grain boundaries (a process strongly affected by stress or temperature

gradients) has been postulated on the basis of a few electr
on microscopy and

fractography studies.  Little information is available r
egarding microstructural

influences on this process. The effects of simultaneous helium and defect

production by irradiation have not been studied, although the strong int
er-

action of He with traps suggests that such studies are neces
sary.

In view of the limited understanding the opportunities for prom
ising

research in helium embrittlement are numerous as indicated in the follow
ing

examples:

1.  Helium production rates under anticipated reactor conditions must be

determined taking into account energy dependent cross sections and

(n,a) reactions imrolving prior transmutation products,  e. g.,

58        59 , , 56
Ni:(n,y)   Ni:(n,a)   Fe.

2.  The solubility, diffusivity and trapping parameters of helium in

metals must be determined, along with the kinetics of bub
ble informa-

tionandmigration.

3.  The role of microstructure and lattice defects (such 
as dislocations

and vacancies) in the formation and migration of helium bubbles must

be determined.  Embrittlement under simultaneous irradiatio
n and

helium production conditions should be studied.
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4.  Simplified methods of helium charging to simulate reactor conditions

should be developed. These may possibly be based on alpha particle

irradiation or on the decay of tritium to 3He.  In the latter case,

access to National Laboratory facilities seems essential.

VII. C. SPEC IFIC RECCMMENDATIONS

1.  An understanding of the effects of hydrogen on the mechanical

properties of alloy systems should be developed. The effects of

both solute hydrogen and hydrogen atmospheres must be considered.

2.      The  behavior of helium  in  so lids   and its effects   on the mechanical

properties should be established using both theoretical and

experimental methods. Interactions of helium with other defects

must be understood.
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VIII.         INTERACTION OF SURFACES AND RADIATION.

VIII. A. Th€ Problems

The interaction of radiation with a solid surface. can be looked at

from two points of view: as changes that occur in the particle or photon

distributiors outside the surface  or as changes in the material of the

surface itself.  There is little evidence that either of these is important

in  fission.reactors, but both will be of major significance in fusion

systems. The remarks to fellaw will thus focus on surfaces  that are inter-

faces to the vacuum of a CTR.  Such a surface is shown schematically in

Figure 1.

Processes important to the plasma include:

1.  the  reflection of particles (and energy)  back  into the plasma ;

2. charge exchange of plasma particles at the wal4

3. secondary electron and photon production ;

as well as contamination of the plasma by:

4. desorption of adsorbed species;

5.  sputtering  o f wall material; and

6. blister formation and exfoliation of the  wall.

Processes 5 and 6 are important to the wall because they produce erosion.

In addition the wall is sensitive to mechanical creep and ductility change
s due

to

7. defects and foreign atoms introduced into the wall.

At this early stage in CTR development, the more critical problems

concern the plasma since energy and particle losses must be minimized in order

to achieve successful heating of magnetically confined plasmas.  When

fusion reactors (magnetically confined or otherwise) are
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producing useful levels of power, the problems of wall property degradation

will become critical. Study in both areas is important at this time.

It must be emphasized that surface effects in CTR devices are strongly in-

fluenced by impurities, by adsorbed surface films,  and by surface topography.

Scrupulous attention must be paid to these points in all investigations in this

area.  The following paragraphs indicate briefly the current status of research

on this almost bewildering array of phenomena and some promising areas of future

1
research.

In present magnetic confinement devices such as the tokamak machine

ORMAK, the walls are irradiated with neutral hydrogen atoms produced by

charge exchange reactions in the plasma. Particles in the energy range

below about  500 eV are currently the most important, although higher

energies will be reached as plasma heating becomes more effective.  The

energies of He particles escaping from a thermonuclear plasma will range up

to  about  3.5 MeV depending on detailed plasma properties. An important

question is the so-called recycling of these particles, that is, their re-

flection back into the plasma with reduced energies.  Experimental measurements

of the energy-, angular-, and charge- distributions  of such partidles are needed,

both from highly perfect flat surfaces and from surfaces of practical· quality.

Both single crystal and disordered surfaces (perhaps produced by keV particles)

must be studied.  Crystallographic effects are likely to be quite significant in

the single crystal results and channeling studies may be a valuable technique

for monitoring surface disorder as it proceeds. Such investigations.are just

2
·t.3

beginning     and need extension especi ally to lower energies. Theoretical description

of neutral particle reflection is needed also.  This is impeded by a lack of reliable

data on the electronic stopping cross sections of low energy H and He atoms and ions

in solids,
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Sputtering of the first wall of a CTR device leads both 
to erosion of the

wall and  to contamination of the plasma with wall material. Since bremstrahlung

energy losses from the plasma electrons depend very str
ongly on the charge of the

impurity ions, very stringent limitations must be placed on contamination from

the wall.  Experimental measurements are needed of the sputtering yi
elds of

candidate CTR wall materials by H and He ions at energies from 100 eV to 2
0 kev or

more.  Since sputtering yields increase rapidly as the mass of the incident

particle approaches that of the target atoms, the second order effect of 
sputtering

by  "self  ions" may also be significant, even though plasma contamination is  kept

small,  Measurements.in this area are needed also.  The sputtering yield mu
st

be measured as a function of the angle of incidence of the ions on the sur
face.

A fairly satisfactory theory of sputtering is available;3 it is probably leas
t

satisfactory for light atoms such as H or He.  The study of small cluster (two

to ten atoms) sputtering is of interest not only for its contribution to surface

erosion and plasma contamination, but also because of the atomic line broadening

4
effects expected in this transition from atoms to solids. At present the topic

5

-                         of  sputtering by fast neutrons is highly controversial,    both  as  to the amount

of   sputtering   and   as    to the state of aggregation   of the ejected material.         In

this connection the recent 16 MeV proton sputtering experiments of Robinson and

Thompson6   may be cited.' Experimental  work in progress7 should clarify  this   area;

until  this   is   done, no sound judgement   of its importance   can  be   made.

The He and H which enter the first wall from the plasma (as well as He and H

produced by neutron induced transmutations) can agglomerate into bubbles.  If these

are close enough to the surface, small blisters may appear which can eventually

rupture and eject wall material and cold gas into the plasma.  The general

problem of gases in metals is discussed elsewhere in this report.  However,

it may be noted that experimental conditions in accelerator studies of gas
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retention using MeV H and He ions are much more severe than can be anticipa
ted

in a CTR, where both dose rates and average ion energies will be much low
er.

Furthermore, the defect enhancement of diffusion of gas to the sur
face (or'

entrapment) 'as a result of a broad energy spectrum of damaging particles

with different penetration depths has not been studied.

Radiation enhancement of surface rate processes is very likely to

be significant in CTR devices.  Enhancement of diffusion processes, chemi
cal

reactions, and precipitation may all occur.  These can be expected 
to alter

the mechanical properties of the wall. Such changes may significantly alter

the conditions under which blister exfoliation takes place.  The material 
may

be subject to defect enhanced creep which may effectively soften the surface or

to embrittlement which may harden it. In addition, precipitates and defect

clusters may serve as sites for initiation of structural changes (including

cracks) deeper in the stressed wall material.  Considerable research in thi
s

technologically important area is required. It may be possible to take advantage

of the new techniques of field ion microscopy and scanning Auger Spectroscopy as

well as the specific ligand information available from Mossbauer spectroscopy.

Nuclear reactions8. and nuclear enhanced elastic scattering9 can serve  as  very

useful tools for studying subsurface impurity atom distributions.

VIII. B. Recommendations

1.  The charge exchange and energy and particle reflection coefficients for

H and He atoms and ions in the energy range fram 100 eV to 20 keV or more must

be investigated. The study needs to include not only ultra high vacuum surfaces

but also surfaces covered with adsorbed hydrogen.

2.  A comprehensive understanding of the sputtering yields of refra
ctory

metals and high temperature insulators by hydrogen and helium ions from 
100 ev

to 20 keV or more must be achieved. Structurally well characterized materials

will be required.
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3.  Studies of neutron sputtering may be needed, but clarificati
on of the

experimental situation is needed to determine its importance.

4.      The retention, diffusion, precipitation  and re -solution of impurit:Les

at and near surfaces under bombardment by relatively low energy particles must

be understood.

f
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IX.  INSULATORS

IX-A.  INTRODUCTION

Although priority attention is usually given to·radiation damage in            -

metals and alloys, the characteristics of inorganic insulators in intense

radiation fields are crucial to the success of 'nuclear energy conversion

devices and are also important in other energy technologies.  Our under-

standing of the effects,of radiation on the insulating materials used in

these technologies is inadequate. There   is, for example, a demand·  for   an

understanding of the defects which affect electrical and thermal conductivity,

gas pemeation rates, sputtering yields, and structural integrity  for  re-

fractory oxides, nitrides, glasses, and other insulators, under the high-

temperature, high-neutron fluence conditions which will exist in controlled

thermonuclear fusi6n reactors   (CTR)    (see   Chap.   II-A). The radiation   ef f ects

problems associated with the rapidly developing field of optical wave guides

and integrated optics in communications, although not directly related to

the fulfillment of national energy goals as is the CTR program, are of very

substantial importance from an economic viewpoint.

The ·radiation sensitivity of metal-oxide-semiconductor- (MOS) devices

is directly related to the physical properties and structure of the Si02

layer. These units, as components of integrated circuits, are economically

· important in space vehicles and missiles because of the light weight and

the volume saving made possible with such circuits.  Space radiation can

bring about deleterious effects on operating conditions and these effects

are predominantly associated with the oxide layer.
.

4
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The defect structures of more complicated oxides, including A£2O3 which
1}

is of great CTR interest, are not well understood.  For example, the point            '

defects introduced into single crystal A£2O3 by fast electron irradiation

cause the growth of an optical absorption band at 204 nm, but this band has

2
not been correlated with a specific defect. EPR studies have not been very

useful in radiation-induced defect identification because of the lack of

3                                    ·

hyperfine structure on the broad resonance peaks.

In glass research, studies of the properties of fused silica have a

venerable history, but rapid progress has only been made in the past few

years because of the economic importance to the semiconductor industry

of an understanding of the defect structure of Si02 layers on Si.  This

information is needed  not only because  of the sensitivity   of   the   Si02 :Si

device to radiation-induced defects in the oxide, but also because of the

need to better understand impurity and defect diffusion, and interface

defect configurations.  Glasses are also of great interest for CTR appli-

4
cations  because of the ease of deposition on metal substrates and the

anticipation that impurities (transmutation products) can be incorporated

readily into the glass structure.  It is also felt that gas bubble formation

may not be such an intense problem in glasses because of the easy diffusion

of helium in these structures.

It is somewhat ironic that both our present very considerable under-

standing of the defect structure of insulating solids and our weaknesses

in this area with regard to current high-priority goals, arise from our·

past heavy research involvement with the effects of radiation on alkali

halide crystalb. The concentration of effort on this class of idsulators3

has  een, to a large degree, due to the ease with which large high-quality

1/
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crystals can be grown.  The intense localization of trapped electronic

charge at radiation-induced defect trapping sites, peculiar to ionic

systems, has allowed the experimental investigative tools of optical

absorption, luninescence, and electron spin resonance (EPR) to be developed

to a high degree of sophistication. As a consequence, the defect structure

I of the alkali halides and the mechanism of defect introduction by irradiation

is rather well understood.  This knowledge has been extremely useful when

similar investigative techniques have been applied to other classes of

insulating materials. Unfortunately, many materials   are less amenable

to such attacks either because of difficulty in obtaining good quality, high-

purity material, or because the experimental techniques fail.  The alkaline

earth oxide Mgo, for example, has long been studied, but success in under-

standing the defect structure has been slow and is directly related to the

3
gradual development ·of high-purity crystal growth methods.

For the materials of greatest interest in the CTR program, the radiation

induced atomic displacements are governed by Coulcmb and hard-sphere inter-
\

adtions.  The ion displacement mechanism (Pooley-Hersh effect5) which can

occur when electronic energy is deposited in alkali halides is not likely

6
to be important in these materials.  There is, however, recent evidence

which indicates that the charge-state of defects in insulators, particularly

A£203' is of great importance in determining the radiation-induced dilation.

For example, ion implantation induced lattice expansion in A£2O3 can be

greatly reduced by electron injection or H-ion implantation.  It is worth

pointing out that,.since'there are no conduction electrons in insulator

crystals, ionization caused by the radiation field can have enormous effects

.
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1
upon electrical resistivity; e.g., Hughes  has meas

ured electron mobilities

-1   -1as high as 20 cm2 volt   sec in fused silica under pulsed irradiatibA.  As                
a  rule of thumb, the energy per electron-hole  pair is about 3 times  the

8                                                 5

bandgap energy E .   Hence, a 2 MeV particle create
s around 10  electron-

hole pairs as it is stopped in an insulator with E  = .7 eV.  For a typical
g

-7                              
 14  -2   -1

lifetime of 10 sec and a range of ode mm a 10 am sec beam of.electrons

13             3

produces a steady-state carrier concentration of
10 electrons/cm .  In

many ionic crystals the rocm temperature mobility o
f electrons is about

10 am2 volt-1 sec-1; therefore this level of exposu
re could be expected

5
to produce a resistivity of about 10  ohm am compar

ed to a normal value

12    15
of 10 -10 ohm am.  Because of its much shorter range, a 2 MeV 

proton

beam of the same intensity would decrease the resis
tivity even more.  Trapping

of the electrons by impurities would reduce the lif
etime and increase the

resistivity.  These changes are only semipermanent 
being greatly affected

by both heat and light.  Conductivity changes may b
e serious in certain

applications and need to be thoroughly explored.  I
ncreased electron and

hole concentrations also have an important effect u
pon the nature and

amount of lattice damage retained  by the crystals.     In the following sections

we discuss specific problems of interest and have u
nderlined those questions

'.

or areas that need in-depth research.

..

.
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IX-B. DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC PROBLEM AREAS

B.I.  CTR

Insulator radiation effects problems exist for all proposed CTR designs,

i. e. , Toksmak, mirror machines,or 0-pinch.       Common to these designs   are

the problems of insuring good electrical resistivity for high-voltage and

magnet coil insulation under high intensity radiation fields.  For the LASL

9
8-pinch concept, however, the insulator problems  are different and formidable,

and the proper choice of material for the first-wall is crucial to the success-

ful operation of the device.  In this design, the insulator (0.3 mm A£2O3

ceramic  is the prototype insulator for design purposes) constitutes, together

with niobium metal structural backing   (1.0  mm), the plasma-containing first-

wall of the reactor.  The insulator is needed to prevent breakdown through

the plasma due to the large voltages induced when the fast-rising implosion

heating magnetic field is applied at the beginning of the 10 sec duty cycle.

During the application of this field  (4 10 msec), the design specifications

call for a resistivity 2 106 0 -cm and a dielectric strength of 1 100 kV/cm

at the reactor operating temperature (# 800 K with 0.300 K transients) .

During the duty cycle, the insulator is exposed to a total neutron flux of

0 1015 no/cm2/sec  (a' 2 X  1014  14 MeV no/cm2/sec)  and a Bremsstrahlung energy

10
flux of 4 70 J/cm2 per· 10-sec pulse. A survey of possible insulators for

which data are available and which meet the resistivity requirement at

high-temperature has produced the following candidates:  A£2O3' BeO, Hf02'

11
MgO, Si02 (vitreous), Y203' AZN, BN, and Si 14.  SIC is also of great interest

for first-wall applications, but its resistivity seems to be too low for the

.
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0-pinch device.  Mixed oxides, aluminate
s, spinels, zirconates, garnets, and

glasses are of interest but data on thes
e materials are not readily available.

The 8-pinch first-wall insulator require
ments also include good thermal

coniluctivity in order that excess thermal energy in the wall can be removed

during the plasma cooling stage (4 2 sec) and before the next power cycle.

12
Fast-neutron irradiation is known to decrease the thermal conductivity of

13

A£2O3 and crystalline Si02   because of 
the introduction of phonon scatter-

ing- centers but little information exists  on this property change  in  the

other materials of interest. The radiation induced expansion   of the insulator

may cause separation from the metal subs
trate, if excessive, or if different

than the expansion   of the metal. A survey   of this important parameter change

14
has recently been made   and shows that 

Y2O3 shows virtually no irradiation

22   2              15

growth for fast-neutron fluences of  10  /cm . Very little is known about

void formation, as distinct from lattice
 expansion, in insulating materials

at high-neutron fluences and high temper
ature.  The production of He and H

in A£203 due to transmutation is estimated  to be 1685 ppm/yr and 975 ppm/yr,

respectively.  The use of glass as a fir
st-wall material is attractive, as

mentioned above, because of the rapid di
ffusivity of He in silicate glasses.

However, as indicated above bubble fprma
tion_in the metal backing and migration

to the metal/insulator interface could a
lso bring about spallation of the

insulator from the composite. 

Ion, neutral atom, and neutron sputterin
g of the first-wall under operating

conditions represents an important facto
r for which more research is needed

because of possible excessive wall and d
ivertor erosion and also becaude of

plasma contamination and quenching from 
sputtered impurities.  Neutron sputtefin

g

.
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16should be small, but particulate ej ection   from   Nb has recently been reported.
17

The status of plasma-wall interactions has recently been reviewed. (See

Chap. VIII).

Many of   the CTR designs utilize molten lithium as coolant, tritium

breeder, and neutron moderator.       The  ·flow of lithium across magnetic field

lines causes currents to flow in the tube wall and this in turn causes pressure

drops because of the effective increase in viscosity.  To reduce the pressure

drop, it would be desirable to have an insulating coating on the tube walls.

In this application, the additional problem of compatibility of the insulator

18
with molten Li is presented.  It would also be desirable to use the insulator

as a permeation barrier against tritium diffusion in order to confine the tritium

and to prevent plant contamination.  Hydrogen permeation data is scarce for

insulating compounds other than the oxides and even less is known about the

effects of irradiation on this property.

The use of lasers to initiate fusion in thermonuclear reactors (LCTR)

by implosion compression of a DT pellet is receiving much research effort both

19
in the U. S. and abroad. In this application the laser-beam handling and

I                                                                                                                                                                                                                 -

transport system utilizes windows and mirrors   for beam focusing, deflection,

and switching.  In addition to the necessity to withstand damage due to the

intense laser beam, some of the optical elements will be exposed to X-rays,

y-rays, and neutrons.  The use of CO2 laser light (10.6 um) in prototype

reactor designs has limited the window materials to NaCZ, KCZ, Ge, and the

chalcogenides (GaAs, CdGe, etc.).  While considerable information exists
·                                   20concerning the laser damage threshold in these materials, information is

needed on the effects of radiation and ablative material from the reactor

cavity on optical and structural properties.
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The radiation effects problems associated 
with insulators in fusion re-

actor environments are also discussed in a
 very recent article by A. Holmes-

21
Siedle.

B.II.  Optical Waveguides and Integrated O
ptics

Glass fibers for optical communication purposes have been developed

which have attenuation losses   of the order  of  4   dB/km   or  less. This insures

that the already rapid growth of this field and the development of associated

integrated optics devices will continue.  
Some of the advantages of fiber

communication are: (1) negligible effects o
f electromagnetic interference,

(2) heat resistance, (3) small size and li
ght weight, (4) freedom from

electrical shorts, and (5) large bandwidth
.  Integrated optics devices are

needed for coupling to the fibers and mult
iplexing and processing the

signal. Such devices   are, also, small   in   size arid weight,   and  have   low

power requirements.  Radiation effects on f
iber optics are of particular

concern because of the long length of the 
light path.  Some experiments have

22
been made on selected fibers which show that there is little effe

ct on

the  infrared  (>  800 nm) attenuation for several materials. Some fibers,

however, did not perform well in this spec
tral region.  The light-emitting

diodes (GaAs ·and GaA£As) used with the fibers emit in the 800-900 nm range.

Ion implantation was first used by Schineller et al· as a means of
23

making waveguides for light in fused silic
a.  Fused silica, as is true for

many glasses, compacts when irradiated and
 the irradiated volume thus has a

higher density and index of refraction tha
n does the unirradiated material.

For.guiding light, in single mode operatio
n, only about a one percent increase

in refractive index is necessary.  The ind
ex increase for ion-implanted fused

24          25

1. silica can be as large as 4 percent as sho
wn by Standley et al., EerNisse,- 1
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26                 27
Presby and Brown, and Namba et al. have shown that most of the compaction

/

is due to energy deposition through nuclear interactions.

B.III.  Metal-Oxide-Silicon (MOS) Devices

The micro-miniaturization of electronics made possible through the use

of integrated circuits is obviously of great importance.  There are, however,

inherent radiation effects problems with MOS devices which make these units

vulnerable in military and space-radiation environments.  The radiation

28.29
sensitivity is due to positive fixed charge buildup ' at the SiO :Si inter-

2

face which occurs when the oxide is exposed to ionizing or displacing radiation.

This charge develops an interface field which shifts the threshold voltage

of the device.  The shift can be as large as 100 volts under positive bias

conditions.  The positive charge buildup has been explained in two ways:
29

(1) Si-0 bonds are broken by the irradiation and holes are retrapped while

electrons migrate away, or (2) impurities, such as Na or H, incorporated

in the oxide either as neutral atoms or linked to a nonbridging oxygen, lose

an electron during irradiation and then are free to drift toward the interface.

The radiation sensitivity of these devices can be reduced either through

30                        31
oxide processing techniques  .or by ion implantation. In the latter case,

the radiation sensitivity is decreased either by increasing the number of

electron trapping centers to compensate for the hole-trap, or by introducing

32
efficient electron-hole recombination centers. The exact mechanism. is not

known.

B.IV.  Ancillary Oppartunities

The  maj or problem facing insulator materials   used in fission' or fusion

reactor systems will be high radiation fields and fluences.  Not only will
.

4
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there be instantaneous effects such as 
ionization currents, but the *

mechanical.and optical properties of t
he material will be strongly and most 

              I

likely adversely affected.  This means
 that swelling, creep and embrittlemen

t

will occur as well as a degradation in
 the insulating properties of the ma- 

              1

terial.  The optical properties, even i
nfrared absorption, of window materials

are known to be affected by radiation. 
 To this end, methods of suppressing

the production of defects by photochemi
cal processes, such as impurity doping,

must be explored and studies of materials in simulated high current and high

dose situations must be undertaken.

Many new and exciting research opportun
ities exist in this area.  Methods

must be sought to suppress stable defe
ct production, and to decrease the

transient conductivity caused by second
ary electrons in new materials as

well as in insulators already in use.  
Thus, an intensive study of the role

of impurities as defect traps and electron-hole recombination centers will

be required.  But aside from evaluatin
g radiation resistance of materials,

real opportunities for using radiation 
effects in fruitful ways should be

explored.  For example, radiation can 
be used in strengthening materials, e.

g.,

33
the recent work on surface recrystalli

zation of. glass. Dosimetry is another

area where insulators have contributed
 in valuable ways.  Radiation damage

processes in these dosimeters--whether
 they be a glass such as silver activa

ted

phosphate glasses or MgO--for both gamma and neutron detection must be

understood.  In the area of display dev
ices color centers were first used in

the skiatron tube developed during the
 second world war.  There have been ot

her

display devices which have utilized co
lor centers such as bromide sodalite

34

and the Harwell Memory
Plane which utilizes the radiation damage pro

cess in

.
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KI:Tl crystals for information storage and display.  There are too many

opportunities in the areas of ion implanted devices, up-conversion, dosimetry,

display devices, holography, etc., for this field to be neglected.

.
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LX.C.  RESEARCH PRIORITIES

C.1:  CTR Reactor Materials

1. High dose-high flux radiation damage studies with special attention  to

radiation enhanced processes in insulators suc
h as radiation enhanced diffusion,

creep, defect interaction  rate (void formation),  etc.

2.  Identification of primary radiation-induce
d defects in insulators of·

interest and their relaxation products and ann
ealing characteristics.

3.  Investigations of radiation-induced changes in electrical resistivity,

dielectric breakdown and thermal conductivity.

4.  Studies of mechanical property changes (la
ttice expansion, void formation,

thermal stress, grain spallation) of both the
 insulator and the insulator-metal

composite and the effect of defect charge-stat
e on the magnitude of these changes.

5.  Measurements of hydrogen permeation and it
s change under irradiation.

,.

6.  Sputtering of insulators and identificatio
n of charge-Brate of

ejected ions.

C.2.  Optical Communications and Integrated O
ptics·     :

1. Basic studies of radiation-induced defect studies in simple and

camplex glasses.

2.  Further investigations of radiation effect
s on optical attenuation

in specific.fiber optics configurations.

3. Ion-implantation refractive index modification of glasses.

'

1

3
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C.3.  MOS

1.  Determination of charge-buildup mechanism in Si02' i.e., whether.

intrinsic or extrinsic (impurities).

2.  Radiation-hardening mechanism in Si02 layers through ion implantation.

3.  Si 2:Si interface studies and effect on radiation sensitivity.

4.  Diffusion and interaction of impurities, especially hydrogen, and

their role in radiation sensitivity.

5.  Basic studies of role of traps and defect studies in oxide and nitride

layers in MNOS devices and their radiation sensitivity.

C.4.  Crystal Growth

1.  There is an urgent need for research into insulator crystal growth

and characterizati6n in order to provide a base of fundamental m
aterial

information for subsequent radiation studies.

.
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X.  Semiconductors

Although semiconductors themselves are likely to have a
 small direct             .

role in the energy problems of nuclear reactors, the a
dvanced understanding

of radiation effects in semiconductors can serve perhap
s as a guide to the

attack on radiation e ffects problems 'in other materials. The advanced

understanding of radiatiOn effects in silicon, for example, has been of great

importance to the semiconductor industry in areas such as ion implantation -

doping techniques.  These techniques are almost identic
al to those which

can be used for the simulation of neutron damage as we
ll as for the study

of enhanced diffusion and transmutation effects. In addition, the role of         s

semiconductors as detectors of nuclear radiation is ve
ry important and needs

continuing work.

First, we will discuss the status of our understanding
 in semiconductors.

The  field is extensively covered  in  Vol.   II of "Point Defects in Solids", Edited

by J. H. Crawford and L. Slifkin (Plenum, N. Y. , 1974)1 and in the proceedings

of the Freiburg,2 Reading,3 Albany,4 Santa Fe5 Defect 
Conferences and the

6-8
various Ion-Implantation Conferences. We then return to the implications

of this work.

In a sense we have a more detailed understanding of de
fects in a

semiconductor, silicon, than in any other system, but t
hat knowledge

emphasizes how little we know.  The reason for our adva
nced knowledge in

silicon is that Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) e
xperiments have been

systematically carried out yielding detailed defect mo
dels.  These studies

have resulted in the identifications of a number of vac
ancy defects'

+ +
(V-; VV-, V3'-V4' and.V5) and of vacancy plus impurity

 pairs (e.g.,

plus oxygen, P, Sb, As, Al, B, Ga, etc.).  Annealing st
udies on such

defects reveal the panorama of the disappearance of sim
ple defects and

the evolution-then dissolution of more complex defects
 resulting

-_                                ultimately
in dislocation-type defects which also disappear. While there
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are a number of gaps in the vacancy picture, a coherent
 view is emerging.

This  is 'not  so on interstitial defects. The "missing self-interstitials"

have been a problem for sometime, but recent theoretic
al work and com-

panion experimental studies seem to be bearing fruit.  
In any event

it seems clear that the self-interstitial (and some imp
urity inter-

stitials, e.g., boron and carbon) are probably "interstitalcy"  type

defects (such.as the split-interstitials found in meta
ls and alkali

halides) rather than having the canonical interstitial 
configuration,

as does the Al-interstitial in Si.  Further, the inter
stitials can

agglomorate and precipitate in various complexes.  Stil
l a well-

established picture of the interstitial defects in Si i
s not at hand.

[In view of all the other discussion in this report abo
ut voids, it

is appropriate to note that voids have not been observ
ed in semiconductors,

although extensive experimentation along these lines ha
s not been carried

Out.]

EPR has also yielded a large number of spectra in diam
ond, in SiC

and in II-VI compounds.  In the latter case chalcogenid
e and metal

vacancies have been identified in a mumber of compounds
, establishing

a firm foundation upon which to build subsequent knowledge. In SiC

and diamond extensive defect identification has not bee
n carried out,

but the observation of a number of spectra holds promi
se of establishing

a defect inventory comparable to (or exceeding) that in
 silicon.  EPR

in Ge and III-V compounds is more difficult than the o
ther systems and

the results not as promising.
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EPR is certainly not the only measurement made.  Its virtue has

been the detailed knowledge it gives on the atomic level--giving symmetry

information about the defect. As we have seen in the work on metals in

this report, other techniques can also give symmetry information.  Indeed

in  semiconductors, the stress .response of optical and photoelectric

transitions has proven to be a powerful technique.  Recent internal friction

results in silicon indicate the poJer of this approach.  Still we must

emphasize the importance of the further  exploitation of these approaches

(e.g., internal friction, elastic constant, small angle and diffuse x-ray

scattering measurements), even in, and perhaps especially in, systems

where EPR results exist.

In summary, an extensive defect inventory exists in Si; there's a

lesser one in II-VI's; there's promise of one in diamond and SiC.  In

Ge, largely based,on electrical measurements, there is an extensive model

(in, some. cases, deveral models) describing defect processes; the models

in III-V compounds are not as well established.  In every semiconductor

there is need: for much more work.

We also note that defect migration mechanisms are not well established

in semiconductors.' For example the interstitials apparently move by

an athermal mechanism in Si and Ge, i.e., migrate long-distance at or

below 4'K.  There are examples where migration energies are charge-state

dependent.  There is clear evidence in CdS (as in some metals) that

collisional recoils due to a bombarding beam can enhance defect migration.

Much more work is needed to investigate these topics systematically.

We note that in semiconductors, as apparently in metals and alkali'

halides, there ·are difficulties in reconciling results  from  high-

i
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temperature equilibrium (e.g., diffusion) 
measurements and from low- ,

temperature radiation damage studies.  Pa
rt of the difficulty is clearly

in the interpretation of self diffusion m
easurements (e.g., there are

quite high entropy factors in a number of
 semiconductors), but we do not

pretend that a ready solution to the cont
roversies in this field is at

hand.

The theory of defects in semiconductors, a
lthough marked by substantial

progress in recent years, is still not ad
equate and represents a major

area of opportunity for further work.

An important part of the understanding of
 defects is that of

defect production.  Here the understandin
g for semiconductors is clearly behind

that in the metals; dynamic computer calcu
lations of damage events, as are

available in metals, do not exist for semi
conductors.  The reason is that

the semiconductor clearly requires that t
hat valence bonds be included

(i.e., the atom-atom interactions are not 
just two-body, pair-wise

interactions).  Further, what work there i
s, indicates that the Frenkel

1.

pair may not just be neutral (e.g., I' + 
V') but may become charged during

their formation (e.g., I  + V ), necessit
ating the inclusion of the

Coulomb interaction and polarization effe
cts.

The theory needs to encompass many-electro
n effects, non-neutral

charge states, pplarization effects, etc. 
 Hence the need for a satisfactory

theory includes the theory of static defec
t states (their energies, wave-

functions and electronic transitions), def
ect migration, interaction

and formation.

There are extensive data an defect produc
tion, including the
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displacement production of identified defects.  The temperature, orienta
tion

and Fermi-level dependence has been studied on some cases.  Information

on the number of "free defects" (i.e., those escabing correlated

annihilation) -and ·on capture radii of some impurities for same defects

have been found in a few instances.  In no case, however, is a full

satisfactory picture- of 'defect production established.

Furthezmore there are instances of sub-threshold damage and of

damage produced by ionization alone:  (The latter observed in 
InSb and in

Si.)· While there are uncertainties and controversies in these areas, we

must note that the state of our understanding of these areas is unsatisfactory.       ,,,

Let  us   jump,  for  the .moment,  to the question  of the relevance  of  such

studies, i.e., their technological and societal motivation.  Certainly on
e

of the early motivations was military,  e. g., concern for weapons affects

on   semiconduct. i.ng devices. The space program  has also provided a motivation

since the satellite solar cell power supplies deteriorated in the solar wind and van

Allen belt particle fluxes.  The renewed interest in terrestrial solar cell

power sources uould.also profit from increased semiconductor research,  but  to  a

lesser extent from particle-semiconductor interaction studies than from conventional '

studies of device degradation in use.  The use of ion implantation to improve the

efficiency of solar cells and the use of ion surface analysis techniques to analyze

device structures are examples where particle-solid interaction studies can

help technology.  As noted elsewhere in this report the pulsed plasma machines

will require insulators, but this is not likely to involve semiconductors.  On

the other hand, SiC is ef interest for CTR walls since a large proportion of

the sputtered particles are ions and thus easier to control.
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In our view the main technological motivations for par
ticle-semi-

'

conductor studies is the multi-billion dollar semicond
uctor industry

itself.  Major portions of this industry are converting
 to ion-implantation

as a manufacturing technique.  But ion-implantation cre
ates complex de-

fect structures whose nature and properties need to ·be unraveled. Furthermore

the defects produced in implantation, as well as the a
ttendant collisional

recoils and ionization can all produce enhanced diffusi
on, whose features

need to be established.  We note, that a special opport
unity exists for

the physics community to establish the separate aspects
 which'may exist

for the field-enhanced, defect-enhanced, recoil-enhanc
ed and ionization-

enhanced diffusion of defects, all of which mechanisms 
may occur

simultaneously in an ion-implantation experiment.

f

*r.
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XI. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
,

XI. A. Introduction

Many of the concepts of a controlled thermonuclear reactor involve

plasma containment  by very strong magnetic fields' (# 50-150 kilogauss),

to be produced by supercondueter magnet3.  The neutl-ons e, ,itled by Llie

fusion reaction are partially absorbed by the blanket and shields surround-

ing the fusion chamber, but some will bombard the superconducting materials

of the magnet; the magnitude of this neutron flux will be. determined by the

best compromise for liquid helium loss due to absorption of all forms of

radiant energy, magnet size and the effect of irradiation on the properties

of superconductors.  Hence it is essential that the effects of neutron

irradiation on the properties of superconductors be well established and

well understood.  Also, it is probable that in the process of understanding

the effects of radiation on superconductors we may gain increased under-

standing of the complex subject of radiation damage.

, XI.B..    Presantus  of  Knowledge

Type 11 superconductors can be divided into three groups for present

purposes:

a) pure metals and well-annealed single phase alloys, which have low

or intermediate transition temperatures Tc and low critical fields

H  ·
c2'

b) commercial alloys, which have intermediate Tc and Hc2;
c) compounds (e.·g. A-15 type, laves phases, NaCl type) which have high

T  and H
c     c2
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Group a)

It is established that the upper-critica
l field can be changed

by neutron irradiation in direct proport
ion to the change in electrical

resistivity produced by the irradiation,
 in good agreement with theory.

Tc for these materials is little affecte
d by neutron irradiati.on ( - 0.1K

(1)

for neutron irradiation at room temperature to a dose - 102 0 nvt ),

The magnetic fluxoids in these materials
 are strongly pinned by

the defects produced by neutron irradiat
ion.  After Irradiation with

electrons, which produces a random distr
ibution of-vacancy-interstitial

pairs, there is a small fluxoid pinning 
effect which rapidly saturates

with increasing defect concentration.  T
his effect is well understood and

'
(1)

is in agreement with theory. After neutron Irradiation at 4 K strong

pinning of fluxoids occurs. Annealing studies show it is .the point defects

which pin, but by comparison wi.th the el
ectron irradiation results the

pinning must be related to the non-unifo
rm distribution of the defects due

to the displacement cascades.  After roo
m temperature irradiation the flux-

oids are also strongly pinned, presumabl
e by the small dislocation loops

resulting from this irradiation.  This p
inning results in increases in the

magnetic remanance in metals and alloys 
initially in the annealed condition,

and the critical current I is increased accordingly. The mechanism(s)(2)

C

of this fluxoid pinning is not well under
stood.

Group b)

T  for these materials is also little af
fected by neutron irradiation

C

( - 0.1K).  The fluxoids in these materi
als are strongly pinned. by the dis-

locations and dislocation cell walls, re
sulting in intermediate to high

values of 'c at large values of applied field. .The effect of i rradiatlori

is to reduce 'c; multifilamentary compos
ite wires of NbTi were irradiated at
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60 C to a dose of 6 x 1019 neutrons/cm2 and a reduction in 'c at 40kG

(3)
of 18% was observed. Similar effects were found in low magnetic

(4)
fields after 4 K irradiations. These effects are poorly undqr-

stood.  No measurements of 'c at magnetic fields higher than about

30kG after low temperature neutron irradiation have been made.

Group c)

Neutron irradiation at room temperature above a certain critical

fluence redults in catastrophic decreases in Tc' Hc2 and I  in A-15C

18compounds. For doses   3 x 1'0, nvt these properties decrease rapidly

with increasing dose, e.g., in Nb3Sn Tc = 3.K after a dose -5 x 1019

(5)- and Invt. There are similar drastic changes in
Hc2

.  To·recover
C

these property changes it is necessary to anneal to - 750 C. Apparently            " 

these effects are associated with a decrease in the degree of order in            '

these compounds due to the atomic displacements resulting from the irra-

diation.  Neutron irradiations of these materials at 4'K.are in progress.        1

Apparently any pinning effects of the fluxoid lattices in these

superconductors is overwhelmed by the disordering effects.  No irradia-

tions df other types  of high  Hc2  high Tc superconductors  have been reported,

but some experiments are in progress.

XI. C,     P-sijUhknowns

1) An understanding of the fluxoid pinning mechanisms for defects

produced by neutron irradiation (Groups a and b).

2) The interrelations of fluxoid pinning by dislocations and dis-

location substructures and. by radiation produced defects (point defects

and/or small dislocation loops).

3) The effects of irradiations at low temperatures on 'c at high

fields in Group b materials (known for proton i rradiation).
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4) Confirmation that the disorder resulting from neu
tron i rradiation

is correlated with changes in the superconducting pr
operties of A-15 com-

pounds.  An understanding of the changes in electron
ic structure associated

e

with order-disorder which determine the superconduc
ting properties.

5) Superconducting properties of A-15 compounds aft
er 4 K irradiation.

6) Effects of irradiation on superconductors with ot
her crystal structures.

XI.  D.         Promising   Areas of Research

1) Measure the superconductor parameters Ic' Hc' and
 Tc as a

function of fluence, particularly at 4'K.

2) Measure the recovery behavior of Tc, Ic and H   a
fter irradiation.c2

3) Study the stability of sample coils irradiated at 4 K and compare

the results with stability theories.

4) Study irradiation effects in superconductor mate
rials as a function

of their crystal structure.

5) Perform basic physical measurements on irradiated
 superconductors,

e. g., heat capacity, resistivity and magnelie susceptibility.

6)    Study the influence of metallurgical variables   e. g. (heat treatment,

fabrication techniques, impurities, etc.) on the pa
rameters of superconductors.

7) Investigate the properties of magnetic fluxoids including the pinning

of fluxoids by defects.
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XII. INTERACT IONS BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES   AND   LABORATORIES

Fruitful interaction between the university research community
*

and the large government supported laboratories has developed in a number

of instances over the years with considerable benefit to both.  Longer range

perspectives derived from university research have been injected into the

mission oriented objectives of the government laboratories, and an under-

standing of how basic and applied research interact as well as new

appreciations of current technological interests are carried back to the

universities.  The purpose of this section is to emphasize the need for

enhancing this type of interaction and to discuss effective modes for

promoting it.

Some industrial laboratories are involved in programs that study radia-

tion damage effects or the use of radiation in device fabrication,-but most

of the research involving radiation effects is done at large government

supported laboratories, especially AEC laboratories. Therefore, in · this.

discussion "laboratory" will usually be defined as a government supported

laboratory where large unique radiation facilities are located and energy

programs are given high priority.  This section will be divided into two

parts: (1) Present profitable programs and (2) New programs suggestions.
I

4.,

(1) A number of successful programs are currently being pursued which bring

together laboratories and universities.  The need to help students mature and

to   further the mutual inte raction of professors and laboratory staff   is   met   at

present by su hmer research visits sponsored by organizations at the various

laboratories and funded by the AEC. These programs are extremely valuable

and certainly should be expanded as funds permit.  The use of the unique facilities
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at various laboratories is another aid to university programs. The possibility

of conducting collaborative experiments with the acientists operating these

facilities offers a faculty member an opportunity to a
dd to his experimental

capabilities and the laboratory the opportunity to enhance the research pro-

gram. In addition some laboratories have speaker lists from 
which universities

can select speakers for colloquia (these programs of la
te have not been too

successful owing to a lack of supplemental funds avail
able in small universities);

others have a sabbatical leave policy which enables th
eir employees to spend

extended periods at a university.

In addition to the mutual benefits of the student and f
aculty research-

participation programs the laboratories have benefitted
 by the identification

of a number of high-caliber people who have been subseq
uently employed by the

laboratories.  These programs will need to be expanded 
if the anticipated

shortage of available scientists in this research area
 becomes a reality.  It

should be remembered in this connection that the missi
ons of laboratories and

universities are usually quite different.  The universi
ties cannot become research

arms of the government, moving from one crisis area to
 another, nor

can most laboratories' primary mission be service to universities.

(2) Where possible new collaborative programs should be
 developed and some

of the existing informal ones should be strengthened, f
ormalized and publicized.

Often the academic people who could most benefit from 
the participation in such

programs are at small universities where information a
bout such arrangements is

not readily available. . An effort must be made to disseminate this information

to the academic community as a whole in order to take a
dvantage of some of the

important resources both in innovative ideas and resea
rch facilities that exist

at some of the smaller schools.  We propose.two specif
ic new programs to do this,

but many other variations of these proposals could be
made. One program would

be the formal coordination of a research program at·a 
university with one at a
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laboratory. The mech anism  of this coordination would  be  that the funding agency               
t''

.       Rfor the laboratory would set aside some f'unds for supporting special research           ,

problems at universities which are of particular interest to the laboratories.        11

A joint proposal from the laboratory and the university groups would be sub-

mitted which would request funding for a professor and an assistant plus some

travel and maintenance for the academic year. In the summer the professor and

assistant would  be  at the laboratory participating in research with their joint

laboratory group. This approach will bring new blood to the laboratory and allow

academic people to become acquainted with new techniques and the missions of the

technological community.

Another program we would like to suggest is a series of symposia on a

continuing basis which are addressed to current missions of the technological

community, both'national laboratories and industries.  These symposia would be'

structured after the Gordon Conferences and would   ccns ist   of sel ected university             1

people (especially those at smaller schools with research capabilities) and

project scientists from laboratories. The symposia would deal with current

technological dissions,   and hope fully would convey  the    idea that basic research

and applied research are mutually supportive.  It would also further the

recognition of the interconnection of academic research with the technological

goals of society.

Wherever feasible, it would be desirable to extend such collaborative

interactions to industrial research institutes or industrial laboratories.

i
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XIII. APPENDIX

APS SUMMER STUDY

PHYSICS PROBLEMS RELATING TO ENERGY TEC
HNOLOGIES:

*

'         » RADIATION EFFECTS ON MATERIALS

PROGRAM  -

Physics Bldg. 510 LarRe Seminar Room

Monday. June 17. 1974

Time Speaker
Title

8:40 AM F. L. Vook, Sandia Introductory Remarks

8:50 AM A.     N.      Goland,
BNL Welcome

I. Introductory Talks

9:00 AM H. J. C. Kouts, Div. Problems of Reactor Safety Research

of Reactor Safety

Research AEC

9:40 AM T. C. Reuther, Jr. , High Exposure Fast Neutron Irradiation

Div. of Reactor R&D Damage and Damage Analysis in LMFBR

AEC Development

10:20 AM D. K. Stevens, Div. of  Radiation Effec
ts Research in.DPR and its

Research AEC Relation to Other Programs

11:00 AM R. Thompson, Energy Ene rgy Options and Fundamental Problems

R&D Office FEO

11:40 AM B.  R.  Frost, ANL Radiation Effects Studies on Fission

and Fusion Reactor Materials

II. Applied Problems A

7:30 PM .M. Billone, ANL Modeling Fast Reactor Fuel Elements

and CTR

8:10 PM F. W. Wiffen, ORNL Effects of Radiation on High Temperatu
re

Mechanical Properties of Metals - LMFBR-CTR

8:50 FM M. S. Wechsler, Ames Radiation Effects on Fracture Behavior

laboratory
Tuesday. June 18. 1974

9:00 AM G.   L.   Kulcinski,  U.
of Highlights ASTM Symposium Radiation Effects           

- WfBconsin on Structural Materials

r

III. TheorM:

9:40 AM M. T. Robinson, ORNL Theory of Damage Production

16:20 AM D. K. Brice, Sandia Ion   Implantat ion Simulation of Radiation

Damage: Depth Distributions

11:00 AM H. Wiedersich, ANL Voids and Interstitial Loop Nucleation

Mechanisms

11:40 AM A. D. Brailsford, AERE  Kinetics of Vo
id Growth in Irradiated

Ford Research Lab. Materials

IV.  Voids. Dislocations and Experiment
al

7:30 FM A. Taylor, ANL Ion Similation of High Temperature

Radiation Effects - Aust. SS - HVEM

8:10 PM H. A.·Mook, ORNL Small-Angle Neutron Scattering as a

Technique for Studying Voids in Metals

8:50 FM B. C. Larson, ORNL Diffuse X-Ray Scattering for the Study

of Dislocation Loop Damage
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Wednesday. June 19. 1974

Time Speaker . Title

1 V. Point Defects in Metals

9:00 AM F.   W.   Young,  Jr. , ORNL Broad  View  of Law Temperaturd Annealing

9:40 AM K. Sonnenberg Law Temperature Electron Damage and

( KFA. Julich) its Recovery (experimental)

10:20 AM T. H. Blewitt, ANL Basic Neutron Damage Displacement Effects

11:00 AM B. C. larson, ORNL Diffuse X-Ray Scattering to Study Point
Defects and Their Clustering

11:40 AM G. J. Dienes, BNL Enhanced Diffusion

7:30 PM D. N. Seidman, Cornell Point Defects in Metals Using Field

University Ion Microscopy

8:10 RM J.    T.     Holde r,    U. of Split-Interstitials and Elastic Constants
Illinois of Irradiated Copper

8:50 PM A..  N.  Goland, BNL Positron Annihilation in Imperfect Solids

Thursday. June 20..1974

VI. Applied Problems B

9:00 AM C. J. McHargue, ORNL Relationships of Fundamental Research in
Radiation Damage to Reactor Project Needs

9:40 AM K. M. Zwilsky, DCTR, Radiation Damage Problems in Controlled
AEC Thermonuclear Research                          1

k

10: 20 AM G.    L.    Kilcinski,   U.    of Fusion Reactor Radiation Damage Problems
wisconsin

11 : 00 AM M. S. Kaminsky, ANL Wall Erosion and Plasma.Contamination
in Fusion Reactor Devices

11:40 AM R. S. Blewer, Sandia Depth Profiles of Law Z Elements in
First Wall Materials

7:30 PM E.   Zebroski, EPRI Energy Impacts of Radiation Effects in
Nuclear Fower Development

8:10 PM W. Bauer, Sandia Charged Particle Irradiation Effects on
Surfaces

VII. New Techniques                            1
L

8:50 PM R.    L.   Cohen, BTL Mossbauer and Hyperfine Interaction Studies

Friday. June 21. 1974

VIII. H and He in Metals

#: 00 AM K.   H.,  Johnson, Mrr Energy and Quantum Chemistry (SCF-X-a
Scattered Wave Calculations)3

9: 40 AM A. C. Switendick, Theoretical Investigations of H in Metals
Sandia (APW)

10 : 20 AM W. D. Wilson, Sandia Helium Defect Configurations in Metals

11  : 00 AM F. L. Vook, Sandia Ion Implantation and Channeling Study
of H and He in Metals                            e

2
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Friday. June 21. 1974

Time Speaker Title

1:30 FM H. Birnbaum, U. of Interstitial Solutes in Metals (H and He

Illinois Embrittlement)

2: 10 PM J. Panitz, Sandia Field Desorption Microscopy to Study H
in Metal Surfaces

Monday. June 24. 1974

IX.  Radiation Damage in Insulators and
Semiconductors

9:00 AM , W. A. Sibley, Oklahoma Radiation and Impurity Defects in Insulators

State U.

9:40 AM G. W. Arnold, Sandia Ion Damage in Insulators

10:20 AM P.    W.     levy, BNL Radiation   Effe cts in 'Laser Fusion Materials

11:00 AM J. W. Corbett, State Radiation Effects in Semiconductors

U. of NY

X.  Superconductors

7:00 PM D. M. Parkin, LASL Radiation Damage in Superconductors:

Order and Disorder in A-15 Alloys

7:40 PM A. Sweedler, BNL Critical Temperatures and Critical Fields

in Nb and V Based A-15 Alloys
1

h

820   PM          -            B. S. Brown, ANL Low T Irradiation of Superconductors
·.     e:

9:00 RM S.   T.   Sekula, ORNL Radiation Effects in Type II Semiconductors '   ·'
J


